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Fair with local thunderstorms tonight,
or Saturday.
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THE WORST
LOBBY

MISS DAVISON MAY DIE
Epsom, Eng., June 6. The. condi
tion of Miss Emily Wilding Davison,
the militant suffragette who was so
severely injured while interfering
with the kiri'-t'- horse in the derby on
Wednesday, became much worse tod-
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Thomas sftiij'thu only re- BANKER GIVES
TESTIMONY
mark to him that mi'jhube considered
T.
"improper" came from Henry
inSAYS MEN ARE PAID ACCORDING
who represented-heet'sua- r
terests opposed to free sugar.' When
TO THEIR ABILITY TO PERwould
he told Oxnarrf he probably
FORM SERVICE.
Sei-'.t;-

;r

s

Ox-nar-

SENATOR THOMAS OF COLORADO
SAYS BEET SUGAR MEN
APPROACH ED HIM.

Washington, June C Senator Towu-sentold the lobby commission tohe believed the nearest apday
proach to undue influence was the
"influence exerted by the president
and by the use and powers of the party secret caucus."
"1 am convinced," he said,
"that
some senators will vote In favor of
the tariff bill and against amendments they believe in, because of the
fear of antagonizing what Is Known
as the power ands influence of the administration."
Senator Townsend addei he believed the lobby investigating committee
bad not tried to find what influenrs
President Wilson had exerted on senators. I'he committee unanimously
"decided "in view'of the serious statement made touching tne executive"
that any senator who has heretofore
testified could be recalled and asked
as to any Influence President Wilson
had exerted with him.
Thomas Claims Coercion.
Further evidence of organized efforts of anti-fre- e
sugar forces to
bring pressure to bear upon western
democratic senators and congressmen
to align them against President Wilson's free sugar plan, were given the
senate "lobby committee" today by
Senator Thomas of Colorado, a member of the finance committee. ,
He produced hundreds of telegrams
and scores of documents, letters,
pamphlets, and newspaper clippings
which he believed showed an organized attempt to manufacture public
sentiment in Colorado which would
affect the action of its senators and
representatives. He gave the names
of many Colorado towns from which
scores fit similar telegrams and letters had come, and said he had been
informed by some of the signers taat
they were practically forced to attach their names, because of financial
obligations to persons uirecting the
movement.
The investigation committee showed a disposition to go to the bottom
of some newspaper 'articles that Senator Thomas furnished and learn
what forces were at work directing
news on the sugar fight. t
This
Acting , Chairmorning
man Reed believed the Investigation
would be able u turn the light upon
some of the"
lobbyists subpoenaed before adjournment of the
senate investigating committee tonight.
Senator Reed announced he would
ask the senate for an indefinite extension of time for the holding of
hearings.
Senator Oliver told the committee
he had an investment of f 1,500,000
in two Pittsburg newspapers, and
preferred shares ana 60 common
in the Pittsburg Coal company, whose
product might be affected by the tar-
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passed a restless night and
the electors consider the symptoms
grave.
Miss Davison was operated on this
afternoon.
Surgeons declare her conChicago, June G. Fifty witnesses,
dition critical.
including bankers and' large employMiss Davison's relatives have been
ers, were scheduled to testify when
summoned to her bedside. The docthe Illinois vice and minimum wage
tors fear her case is hopeless.
commission began a two days' session
here today. The commission desired
light on the relation of low wages ot
the heads fo families to immorality
II0UE8MDER SHOULD
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"I never sought to influence any
senator in regard to the tariff on any
of the articles in which I am concerned," said he,, ''nov has any one
sought to influence me improperly."
Senator Oliver declined' to give his
in copper, or in other
investment
lines that ho said were not affected
by the tariff or other legislation before congress.
"I am perfectly willing to give the
public an Inventory of everything I
own," he said, "but 1 don't think it
the purpose of this investigation to
secure an inventory of every senator's property."
Senator Walsh insisted that It was
pertinent to ask how much Oliver had
invested in copper properties.'
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ay.-'She

among women.
At previous sessions

FANS SEEM TO THINK
COAST
FORMER CHAMPION WILL DEFEAT JOHNNY DUNDEE.

fragmentary
BE BETTER TREATED
testimony indicated that inadequate
wages received by fathers has more
to do with vice than small wages paid
Los Angeles, June li. When odds to their daughters.
GOVERNOR AMMONS OF COLOof 10 to 6 on Ad Wolgast in his
RADO
MAKES ARGUMENT
Chairman O'Hara informed the witscheduled 20 round bout with Johnny nesses that they would not be put unBEFORE EXECUTIVES.
Dundee, of New York,- next Tuesday der oath, as the meeting was
night were offered today without any
intended to be mutually helpSalt. Lake City, June 6. Arguforments favoring a more liberal policy
ful.
takers," it JVaa P.redictediiat.th
mer lightweight champion 'would, be a
fieorge M. Reynolds, president of toward the homesteader by the feder2 to 1 favorite before ring time. Both the Continental and Commercial
Na- al government in its administration
fighters expect to discontinue heavy tional bank, was the first witness. in public land affairs in the western
training Sunday.
Boys working for the bank, Mr. Rey- states were made at the second day's
nolds said, receive $20 or $25 a month Bession of , the V.onierence of western
OLD WOMAN ARRESTED
when they are without experience. governors here today. Governor E.
Colorado Springs, Colo., June 6.
The average wage or salary of the M. Ammons of Co'orado delivered tne
Mrs. H. C. Christman of Leadvil'e. o S27 employes of the bank, the witness first address on the subject of "Our
National Conservation Policy."
years old. was arrested here on a said, was $75 a month.
An invitation from Colorado Springs,
difold
'make
her
"Would
of
it
important
any
kidnipiu
chaw
was read inviting the western
grandson from Leadville. Her hus- ference in dollars and cents if you Colo.,
to meet with the national
governors
to
Louis
were
St.
a
ill
in
boys
who
is very
pay your inexperienced
band,
conference of governors in that city
Chairman
asked
to
a
week?"
desire
$7.50
the
had
expressed
hospital,
next August.
see his grandson before death over- O'Hara.
"There is a great association in
"Any change which eliminates mer.
took him, and it is charged the grandwould
Washington
maintaining a lobby to
and
makes
wages arbitrary
mother took the boy', from home it
re- put the western lands on a leasehold
be
in
bad
opinion,"
my
his
practice,
of
against the express desire
plied the banker. "In dollars and cents basis," charged Governor Ammons in
father.
it would make little difference to an address in which he attacked the
general land policy of the federal
us."
ROBERTS' STORY PROTESTED.
A
James Simpson, vice president of government. "The government says
RllhRtflll1i.nl
Mow "VWV TnTlfl R
the next our western resources would go into
part of the testimony' given by Perc Marshall Field and Company,
does
noi a monopoly if put under state cuu
ttra
said
that
val Roberts, Jr., in direct examination witness,
tro'i. They say we are not law abidore
men
alio
m:ried
employ
of
the
at
for the defense
the hearing
a
more
ing. I want to call your attention to
of
week.
than
$12
able
earning
dissolution suit against
the disgrace that happened when the
better
if
wages
paid
you
"Perhaps
coi'Doratio
i
th United States Steel
more
bachelors would get maiuea, women marched down Pennsylvania
ohipntPrt tr. hv counsel for the
senator Beau, former avenue in Washington. Why, gentleand
, suggested
government today as "hearsay"
men, such a disgrace as that which
o Alton, 111.
"stork
mayor"
Mr.
evidence."
Roberts,
"secondary
in our capital city would
on
went
and
happened
The
witness
laughed
while insistent that his statements
not have happened in the toughest
were correct, admitted that he had to explain that the minimum wage
at the store is $8 a week.
mining camp of the toughest state .n
acquired his information from others. for boys
"You can't get them for less; It's the west in the toughest days. Yet
they say we are not law abiding.
the law of supply and demand."
do they call
"Lower wages, more marriages, Great heavens, what
more boys," observed Senator Beall, themselves?"
"If the government goes into busl- raising an eyebrow in the direction
nn on nnnnl hflftiq
oc iiof the witness.
The witness said a state law fixing with the men with whom it does busia min.'mum wae for married men ness. Under the present reclamation
INSTRUCTS JURY TO MAKE COMwould prove a business hadicap com- projects, If the homesteader violates
PLETE REPORT IN DYNAMITE
pared with states that have no such his contract he is haled Into court,
"PLANTING" CASE
but'if the government violates it, and
law.
"Do not environments and home it often does, the homesteader has no
Boston, June 6. Tue cases of the
training depend largely ort the Income redress."
alleged dynamite "planting'' conspir- of the family?" asked O'Hara.
acy of William M. Wood, Frederick E.
"Not with moral environments," reAtteaux and Dennis J. Collins were plied Simpson.
'
...
VACATION WITH IIE
given to the jury today;
"How are you going to get good
C.
instructed homes without adequate money?"
Crosby
Judge" John
BOTHER CUT OlJT . . ;
to return a "verdict on each of the
The witnpss did not reply.
j
six counts of the indictments, but to
Begin right now to make your:
Senator Beall stated that aboOt 30
find the defendants not guilty on thegtates follow, or are about to follow,!
plans. Decide where to go and
sixth count, which charges conspir- - ibe exampie of Illinois in attacking
by whatroute land or water.
"
aoy to injure certain buildings and tlle vjce question through minimum
Choose a place for your camp
e
other property. No evidence to
or yolir cottage or select your
v!
inquiries.
port this charge had been presented,; O'Hara spent some time ill develop- hotel.
the court said.
Lay in your clothes for ports
jng the fact that Marshall Field and;
.
1.
P..':,. A t trftn
1.
mil-,fTKa nilin.
cui company nave a cici 1.k who
and recreation by day and for
uuici wumo
iias uetiu
oicwijif uiuc.
distinct offenses, but all have a bear- - there 50 years and who recently cele- your lounging or social divering on, the broad accusation that the,brated the fact.
sions by night.
defendants conspired to (Injure the
and
"NtowJ"
asked O'Hara gravely,
, Pick out your playthings
cause of the'textile strikers at Law- "would you mind telling us how much
your everythlngs.
rence by "planting" dynamite on salary he draws?':
But no matter where youara
their premises.
"Six thousand a year and about two
going or what sort of vacationAny agreement to injure any per- thousand bonus
ing you expect to indulge In, beson constituted a criminal conspiracy.; Senator Beall wanted to know
gin now to eliminate the boththe court said, adding:
whether women and men average
er, bo that when the time
"If the jury should find that no equally as salespeople. Witness re-comes around nothing but pure,
reconspiracy existed, that ends the plied that men were better In some
solid, unadulterated play
case, but if the existence of a con- departments, women in others.
mains.
spiracy is established, then ull of the
The timely advertisements of
acts and declarations of each of the
CONTINUANCE IS REFUSED
The Optic will help you wondefendants may be considered as eviDenver, June G. Judge James H.
derfully to simplify your plans.
dence against the other defendants." Teller of the district court this morn- j
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their business session' here yesterday,
and their wives 'fire Rpending the da
in
They took the Pike's
Peak trip today and will go to Cripple Creek tomorrow.
The election of officers resulted as
follows: F. J. Moore, Cleveland, O.,
general agent of the Nickel Plate ASSERTS CALIFORNIA WAS
DISCRIlVINa'
LOWED
TO
road, president; G. L. Alley, Omaha,
Pacific
Union
of
the
agent
general
AGAINST FRIENDLY POV'
J. E. Quick,
road, vice president;
Toronto, 'Out., general agent of the
IS
Grand Trunk system, secretary, (re- CONSTITUTION
elected for the twenty-ninttime);
George F. Lee, Chicago, general agent MIKADO'S
DEC!
NATION
THEY SAY THEY TRIED TO BE
of the Rock Island, chairman of the
LAW
FUNDAMENTAL
UP BY OTHERS IN ALL PARTS
legislative committee.
VIDES PROTECTION FCf..' .
OF THE COUNTRY
JEST WINS RACE
Epsom, Eng., June G. The Oakes WASHINGTON IS INTi
LEAD
IN
NEW
YORKERS
or "feminine derby, vas
sU'l'.is,
wen
today by J. E. Joel's Jisf
i . .1
THEY SAY THEP TRIED TO BE L. Neumann's Depeclie was second, PORTION OF NOTE DEAL
third.
Arda
Robinson's
Sir
and
J.
TION
CONSTITUTIONAL
QU
PARTIES TO THE FlfiST ANTITwelve ran. The starting prices were
IMPORTANT
IS
TRUST ACTION
(est, S to 1 a'ins'.; Oepeche, 20 -,
against; Arda 10ft to 8 against.
ol
Tokio, June 6. The
New York, June G. Sixteen hun'
note oa
Japan to the United
dred independent tobacco dealers in
land,
the subject of California .
New York and New Jersey have re- HtNWQGD FIRED
reiteivihs
that
legislatioa
ownership
General
McReynolds
quested Attorney
the land bill passed by tli California
to reopen the dissolution suit against
violates tiie spi ; ipf the
the American Tobacco company,
WHILE STANDING legislature
Japanese-Auiercatreaty by C;erim-inatin- g
to an announcement today by
a
against
friendly powtr.
Henry H. Hunter, their counsel. Mr.
It points out that the Question enHunter added that the local Inde- WAITER IN HOTEL WHERE TRAGters the domain, of international rependents had the support and
SAYS HE
EDY OCCURRED
lations. The note says that the Calieration of independent organizations
WAS NOT PROSTRATE
fornia land legislation violates ArMinChicago",
in Boston, Cleveland,
ticle One of the Japanese-Americai- i
neapolis, Salt Lake City, San Fran
Denver, June 6. The prosecution
subof 1911, which, a
cisco and New Orleans.
in the second trial of Harold F. Hen- - treaty
or
ot
citizens
ttio
jects
corf.'ti5.
he
The local organizations,
said, wood, charged with the murder of
?U h
had been selected to make the for- George E. Copeland, who was an on- parties to own or lepfahou?
-.
are
t,jt-ciparfinseparable
of the looker in a local hotel bar room three
mal request for a
It declares that EeW
i(
,b
suit because of their endeavor to be years ago when Kenwood shot and
d
fourteenth amdm(,,lt t,- the
the
come a party to the suit before the killed
Sylvester L. Von Phul,. devot
constiti
a(h
'
States,
r(iuu1i
final approval of the decree by the ed most of its efforts this morning in
state to grant eq p',.oteeUoa r.LVsr
United States supreme court.
to
any
possible
disprove
attempting
its laws to all prson, witUU its i
future contention that Henwood act
ROASTS THE DETECTIVES
shots'
ed
New York, June 6. Scathing ar which killed Copeland and Von Phul
P"11 il
raignment of the detective bureau of
Martin Settler of Edmonton, Alber Washington l"ve6tif,ates Lecjal
.
uui.i;T
fl
Washington,
and
York
j
the New
police department
ta, formerly a waiter at the hotel
"A
a
a charge that a partnership
exists where the tragedy occurred, was on of Japan's latest -- jtc, as, conta n
Tokio
was
the
dispatcbes,
rAae.i
between some detectives and crimin- the witness stand during the morning
t i
als are contained In the current com- session. He declared he was sure in Washington with, t1 e
mittee report on police conditions, Henwood was standing when he shot, terest by officials and dip!i 'mats. Tht
t t tli
submitted to the board of aldermen and not on the floor, as had been con- note was read to tl.o
and
bark
fent
regular
meeting
today
today.
tended by the defense.
to the state department to ' o
.
"Benjamin Levy," says the report,
Bassett Moore, the government" v
"who had never been convicted of a
WILSON IS UNDECIDED.
feremost authority on m f
( u
crime, testified that at the request
Washington, June 6. At the White
' "''
of officials in the detective bureau, House today it was said President law.
Diplomatists agreed
i.er
thai.
he had often Induced criminals to W'lson was still considering Attorcommit burglary in order that they ney General McReynolds' plan to tax the new point refcri d tJ li I r i
, t. ,
might be arrested. He was strongly manufacturers of tobacco on a sliding dent Wilson yesterday as open
field
for
SO-Interesfin"new
no
and
to
decision
come
had
and
lie
citizens.
corroborated by reputable
scale,
'
tions," was Japan's content!'
"Levy testified that In one case
1
the
land law v oVt
BIG GRADUATING CLASS
3
Deputy Commissioner Dougherty, in
t.
Greeley, Colo., June G. Three hun- fourteenth amendment to tun
charge of the detective bureau, gave
students were tution. It was accept u t i
hm $25 with which to purchase burg- dred and sixty-on- e
lars' tools and after he succeeded In graduated from the Stale Teachers' refers to that clause which n
that no state shall 'de'iw
i
;t-sthe burglary paid him $75 for his ser- college here yesterday.
of life, property or lil
oi t
vices."
due process of law, nor (ienv to fmy
Is
The report says the bureau
TAKE SHOT AT
person within its
ui s ' on t
hopelessly inefficient and should be
of
the
laws." , f
equal protection
reorganized.
The contention that hous "aFa
THE "HOWE" TSiUST
separable parts of real estate "almxj
MARSHALLS GUESTS OF HONOR
is a new one, but was riot rf8ard"il
Nashville,
Tenn.,' 'June 6. Vice
PROPOSES so interesting- as the contention of
SENATE COMMITTEE
MarR.
Mrs.
Thomas
President and
TO ADMIT PICTURE FILM
violation of the fourteenth
aiiieu;!-menshall were guests of Nashville today,
FREE OF DUTY.
ol
having come for the celebration
Founders' Day by the Y. M. C. A.
6.
June
Seeking
Washington,
RITCHIE-RIVERA reception at the Centennial club
FiO.T C
more light on the print paper quesSan
June - To:
Francisco,
for Mrs. Marshall was an afternoon
tion, the senate finance
between Lightweight Champ
feature. Mr. Marshall will be fue
considering the wood pulp and pa,
principal speaker at a banquet this per schedule of the Underwood tariff Ritchie and Joe Ri
have fought July 4,
s
Nor-ri- s
evening.
with
John
conferred
bill,
today
today.
comof New York, chairman of the
The men were uiu ' lp
ROW OVER PATRONAGE.
mittee on paper of the American
on weight. F
terms
't
'6.
Charges that Newspaper Publishers' association.
Washington, June
do better than 13 1 i
certain members have had too much
films
of
Free 'listing
photographic
clock in the morii?
"patronage" in . the distribution of used in moving pictures probably will
would
not concede
1
of
In
comt,
house
the
representatives be recommended to the finance
jobs
in pounds two hours bf Vi
has set about an investigation. Chair-- , mittee by-- the
man Palmer of the democratic cau- charge of the sundries schedule.
A BIG BANK FAIL
G. Gennert of New York today filed
cus, today appointed Representatives
St. Louis, June 6. V fr,
I t
Humphreys of Mississippi, Covington a brief asking that all photographic
on the ground Post Dispatch say t1
of Maryland and Doremus of Michi- films
be
gan to look into n.
that the Eastman Kodak company bas County bank at Caru'hc
of the business. Tbo has closed its doors and r
a monopoly
1
e
Eastman company has filed a brief the bands of the
MAN KILLS HIMSELF
of films on tbe sioner, as the result of ti '
M. against
.
Des Moines, la., June 6.
'
are duti- of an alleged shortap, ?
Isham, aged 65, a wealthy real estate ground that raw materials
to
John II. Cunn,nl lir
Ing
dealer, committed suicide early today able.
dent, is at least $I,0fe:)
by blowing off the top of his head
reach $250,000.
with a shotgun. Ill health and deTO RESCUE AMERICANS
G.
steamer
The
cause
are
as,
the
June
Washington.
spondency
assigned
TICKET AGENT KILL
of the act.
Mextcano, chartered by the American
t 3 i f
Mexat.
Pittsburg!!,
Vera
Cruz,
Red Cross, is due
t
OLD EDITOR DEAD
ico, today and will leave for Galves- Nair, ticket aor t
i ej
Galveston, Tex., June 6. John R. ton in a day or two with about 200 n!a road at th it
t
These" Ameri- shot and lui'i d s t m
Hedges, for the last '21 years man- American refugees.
.
aging editor of the Galveston News, cans were made destitute by enforced chief clerk, P.i'ja '
t
.i
was found dead in his bed In Mans- idleness due to the suspension of shot liv D, P
m r
be
to,
failed
disorto
tho
this
business
b"
promoted
field, Ohio,
morning, according
advices received in Galveston.
changes in tl e ti
der in Mexico.
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TREATY

sight-seein-

IGNORED

Will

h

0

limited.

CD-fl-

OECLii

JAPAN

TOBACCO

committee, the committee had acted
upon legislawithout ills
Senator
tion
concerning" powder.
HIS OPINIONS.
Thomas said he had declined to take
part in consideration of the lead and
zinc
provisions because of his minIS AN "UNDUL INFLUENCE"
which Include $3,700
ing interests,
worth of stock in the Delmonte LeasMARSHALL FIELD WILL NOT EMMAKE
WILL
THIS
DECLARES
ing company; $80,000 'worth in the
PLOY
MARRIED' MEN WHO
VOTE AGAINST
SENATORS
Volunteer Mining company and $100,-00CANNOT EARN THAT.
in the Creed Mining
company,
THEIR CONVICTIONS.
TOWNSEND
COMMITTEE

BAGGAGEMEN CHOOSE OFFICERS
' Colorado
Springs, Colo., June 6.
Delegates of the American' Association of Baggage Agents, who closed

.MR

ORALS

Senator Dupont said that though he

.'i.'pan;.

CITY

EVERYONE JUMPS

AFFECT GIRLS'

:;U

M

avoids.
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WAGES

FATHERS'

TELLS

HEARING

man

WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

ins refused the continuance asked for
by the attorneys of former
Mayor
Henry J. Arnold, who, with former
Sheriff Daniel M. Sullivan and former Treasurer Allison Stocker, is de
N
ICA
fendant In an injunction petition and
quo warranto suit filed by the newly
elected city commissioners to oust
them from the offices they refuse to
surrender.
According to a statement made by
DIS
ASK THAT
ILLINOIS VICE COMMISSION BE- City Attorney I. N. Stevens to Judge INDEPENDENTS
OPENSOLUTION SUIT BE RE
GINS INVESTIGATION
ALONG
Teller, he has been assured by mem
ED BY GOVERNMENT
NEW LINES.
bers, of the supreme court that that
body will take original junrlsdiction
in the election controversy Monday
TWELVE DOLLARS IS LIMIT and decide the case on its merits.
1,600 MEN IN AGREEMENT

"1 cannot concede
your right to
ask that," returned Senttor Oliver.
dead right," i interjected
"You're
Senator .Nelson, a republican mem
ber oi tiie committee.'
Senator Reed agreed wrth Senator
with
Walsh and Senator Cummins
Senator Nelson. Chairman Overman
was absent. It was a tie.

was a, member of the senate military
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contract, and that it was necessary
for Borradaile to transfer half of his
TO
of the project.
holdings, or
to Lang, which Borradaile does.
Bomtdaile later discovers he says
IN
that Lang's claims regarding the fin
of
the
ancing
proposition by Vaughn
and others were false and the suit Is
brought to have the contract eet
aside whereby
Borradaile trans
i 1 11 1
f
:
I 1 1
ir
11 111111
ferred half of his share to Lang, and
xwf&wvii.-- a
f
to
undivided
A
Borradaile
;
-'his
TAK
STATE
M.
give
FERNANDEZ,
SUPERINTENDENT,
"LIFER,"
JOSE
LANG
OF
A?r,?v
OMOTER CHARLES M,
m
,
111 111
VTlll UI1U11I 1L. I
17
interest in the project again.
A TREE IN
ING GARRISON'S PLACE AS
DOZING UNDER
SALT LAKE CITY IS SUED
Borradaile was in the city a few
MOUNTAINS
MAN.
BY ALBUQUERQUE
DIRECTOR, BOOSTS N. E. A.
days ago, and while here he learned
El
State Superintendent of Public InSHiita Fe, N. M., June 6. A suit of the true status of the Vaughn et
Santa Fe, X. M., June 6. Jose M.
I
These After Supper Sale items are real money savers and should interest every
in the federal court today by interest, which was a legally assigned Fernandez,
a
"lifer"
Grant
from
Alvan N. White, has issued
struction
j
the
filed
with
haif
interest
properly
'
II J'u.yj, Borradaile of Albuquerque,
county, who escaped from the state the following circular letter to the
buyer.
.
is said
at Santa Fe on May 20 teachers of New Mexico, urging
against Charles M. Iarig of Sa'it Lake stat engineer, lie admitted it
penitentiary
that he recognized that under the cirhimself in a car bf-- j tendance at the annual meeting of
City, brought to ligtu the fact that
concealing
several parties in this city, Albu- cumstances he could only claim a brick, is a prisoner in the Bernalillo the National Education association:
h
N
interest, hence the suit to
querque and Chicago, have advanced
To Teachers, Principals, and Superin
county jail.'
he
which
other
the
regain
of
sums
for
various
tre
money
Lang
tendents:
Fernandez was arrested near El
to Lang upon frauduLONSDALE MUSLIN 9c
25c NAZARETH WAISTS 17c
12 l-preliminary surveys on the White had transferred
In view of the fact that Dr. V. E
in the Sandia mountains, some
he
claims.
as
lent
furrepresentations,
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BRIDES

Marriages in One Caste In India
ways Occur Before the Age
of Twelve.

Al-

Four hundred weddings were celebrated simultaneously on a Teceni
Saturday at Surat, India, among members of the Lewa Kunbl caste, according to the London Mirror.
None of the brides was over twelve
years of age, the majority being from
one to six years old, while the bridegroom.') varied from three to nine.
Most of the contrcting parties sat or
lay on the laps of their parents during
the ceremony, and were given sweets
to keep them quiet.
The casta only celebrates weddings
every ten or twelve years. It is quite
a common thing for the children of
the caste to bo married when they are
only four, five or six years of age, but
marriages at an earlier age than four
are exceptional.
Thesn baby brides, of course, do not
join their husbands when they are
married. They wait until they reach
the age of ten or eleven, when thero
is a second marriage.
Should a baby bride's husband 'die
before she reaches the ago tor the second marriage she becomes a widow
and has to remain so all her life.
In such cases the widow at once
loses caste. Her ornaments are taken
off her and she becames a sort of outcast, looked clown upon and generally
made a household drudge.
The husband,, on the other hand,
should his baby bride die before the
second marrbge, may marry
again.
In fact, he is expected to do so within
a few months of the
death of the
bride.
If he does not marry again within a
few months he loses caste. His fellows refuse to s moke "or drink with
him.

In Italy marriage by law is a civil
contract, only legal when performed
by the mayor of the place In which the
couple who desire to be married reside, or his assessor, and it must be
performed in the city chamber.
Some hotels and not a few pensions
in Rome are the constant resort of
needy adventurers with titles real or
spurious to their names, Duke This
and Prince That, who are alv.ys on
the lookout for money, says the Christian Herald. Aided, it may be, by
some one in the hotel or pension, they
get acquainted with a rich American
family with marriageable daughters.
To one of these love is made and mar
rlage is arranged.
Such have no difficulty in finding a
priest to perform their ceremony. It
is done. Then the adventurer deserts
the girl, and she has no remedy. Some
few years ago a young girl was so
treated. Her pseudo husband, having
secured her money, left her and married civilly and legally, an Italian
woman with whom he was in love.
The victimized girl shot dead her betrayer and his wife. Recognizing the
provocation she had received, she was
left unpunished. Another girl simil'
arly betrayed Committed suicide.

Our Haughty Crests.
The feathers of the day are not suited to the locomotion of the day.
A lady who has one of the new
smart low automobiles, and several of
the new, long, upstanding plumes
adorning her new small hats, finds the
task of reconciling her headgear with
her way of getting around rather temper-trying.

If she only had to lower her
haughty crest and butt into her car
like a goat at a cat, it would be only
Once in,
temporary Inconvenience.the plume is again in the way of the
roof, and must either be injured or
its wearer's head must be bowed as If
in grief for the whole of the Journey.

Holes could, no doubt, be made in
the top of cars for hat trimmings to
CONFERENCE ON INSURANCE.
go through in fine weather. These
a j
u.
Ail,, omit;
in. j might be regarded In the light of roof
conference in the United States to gradens or roof feather farms, and
would surely enhance the appearance
provide 3, comprehensive discussion of covered
,
cars.
of social insurance assembled in this
After all, knights of old wore their
city toil ay under the auspices of iue plumes above closed visors! London
American Association for Labor Leg- Sketch.
islation. Noted social economists,
representatives of labor organizations
Revising School Studies.
and delegates appointed by the govLet no one say that the schools
ernors of various states are in at- have fallen into a rut and are able to
tendance. During the two days' ses- see no possibility beyond their rousions there will be papers and discus- tine., There is' a school In Oregon,
sions covering all phases of social in a" rural village, where credits are
given to the children for the "chores"
insurance, including workmen's comthey do at home, for milking the cow,
e
and
mothers'
pensions,
pensation,
feeding the chickens, chopping the
and disability pensions
firewood and similar tasks, which a
few years ago all country children
used to have to perform. Similarly In
No Substitute Could do This
in
No inferior substitute but only the the Erasmus Hall high school
genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have Brooklyn there is a teacher who Is
rid J. F. Wallich, Harriett,. Neb., of his giving his' pupils "credits" for doing
"I was the family marketing. Of course, we
He says:
kidney trouble.
bothered with backache, and the pain suppose these Brooklyn children whea
would run up to the back of my head, they grow up will do their marketing
and I had spells of dizziness. I took by telephone or wireless, or not at all
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the if the kitchen, which Is now becoming
work, and I am now entirely rid of a kitchenette, disappears entirely. But
kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and what a vivid idea of history it gives
Red Vross Drug Store.
it themselves, after
them to
the manner of their grandfathers and
The Brilliant stars of June
grandmothers! New York Tribune.
By the end of June, Mars, Venus,
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning
Her Help. ,
stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
of the matter is, I never
fact
"The
Compound is at "all times the "Star" amounted to
anything jefore I was
medicine for coughs,' colds, croup and
married."
as
in
is
A
cold
June
cough.
whooping
"Then you give your wife credit for
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneumonia as at any other time, but not If awakening your ambition?"
"No; for making it necessary for
Foley's Honey and Tar Com,Kund Is
taken. O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross me to get out and hustle." Chicago
Record-HeralDrug Store.
Store.

Keep

INFANT

can be cured by the simple process of
inoculating the blood with antidotal
remedios that stop tnilammatory conditions throughout the mucous linings of
all the organs of the body. This is
done with the famous Swift's SuTe
Specific, or, as it is widely known,
S. S. S. It Is taken Into the blood just
as naturally as the most nourishing
food.
It spreads its influence over
every organ In the body, through all
the veins and arteries, and enables all
mucous surfaces to exchange inflammatory acids and other irritating substances for. arterial elements
that
effectually cleanse the system and thus
put an end to all catarrhal pollution.
S. S. S. cleans out the stomach of
mucous accumulations,
enables only
pure, blood making materials to enter
the intestines, combines with these
food elements to enter the circulation,
and In loss than an hour is at work
throughout the body In the process of
purification.
You will soon realize its wonderful
influence by the absence of headache,
a decided clearing of the air passages,
a steadily improved nasal condition,
and a sense of bodily relief that proves
how completely ratarrh often Infests
You will
the entire system.
find
S. R. 3. on sale at all
drug, stores at
$1.00 per botile.
It is a remarkable
remedy for any 'and all blood affections, such as eczema, rash, lupus,
tetter, psoriasis, boils, and all other
diseased conditions of the blood. For
special advice on any' blood disease MARRIAGE
IN
ITALY
LAW
write In confidence to The Swift Specific Co.. 13" Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
Do not elay to get a bottle of S. S. S.
Ceremony Is Only Legal When Per
of your druggist.
formed by Mayor of Place
Where Couple Reside.

New York, June 6. Six thousand
indent devotees of the game of tennis filled the temporary amphitheater
built about the courts of the West
Sido Tennis club this afternoon to
witness the beginning of the
event of the year the prelimn-artrial matches for the Dwight F.
Davs International Challenge cup. The
matches will continue over Saturday
'
and Monday.
The contesting teams represent
Australia and the United States. The
winning team will be called upon to passing any volleyer with these
strokes either side., Jones,, the third
play the winner of the Franco-Germatie and the, winner of the second member of the team, is said to be the
matches will in turn filter the final best
player ever produced in
round and be opposed by either Can- Australia. His style is very similar
ada, South Africa, or Belgium. The to that of H. L. Doherty.
The Americans selected to play the
team that scores the victory in the
final trial matches will have the hon- Australians are Maurice E. McLough-liof California, H. Morris Williams
or of meeting the English team in the
contests for the cup. England is now of Philadelphia and Harold IT. Hack-et- t
11
and Raymond 11. Little of New
possession' of the trophy by reason of her victory in Australia last York. The team is considered excepyear.
tionally strong "and well balanced.
In the history of the cup contests, McLoughlin stands as No. 1 on the
extending over a period of 12 years, ranking list and holds the national
the trophy never has been held out- championship in both singles and dou
side of England, Australia and the bles, as well as other important titles.
United States. This fact adds to the Williams, who is a student at Har
importance of the trials 'between the vard, was the sensation' of the past
United States and Australia, since it season, ranking No. 2 to McLoughlin.
is gtnerally assumed that either the His chief victory was the winning ot
one or the other of the two countries the national clay court championship
Hackett, the third
will meet the English team in the cup at Pittsburgh.
contests next fall.
member of the team, has a record
The Australian and American teams as a double player that has never
are considered exceptionally well been duplicated on. the American
matched. The members of the Au- courts. He has held the national title
stralian team are S. M. Doust, Horace and at times all of the important
llice and A. B. Jones. All are season- ones. Little, the fourth member of
ed matched players, and therefore the American team, Is one of the vetwill not be troubled by nervousness erans of the game. He has figured in
cr anxjety. Doust, who is the cap- other international cup matches, and
tain of the team, is rated as the best was also rated in the doubles with
"
racquet wielder in Australia and Is. a Hackett, with whom he has been play-in'
season.
this
comsteadily
of
veteran
many championship
player
ptitions. Rice is a
Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford,
and also a veteran at the game. He
"I had a terrible pain
is a better singles player than dou- Mass., says:
across my back, with a burning and
bles. Backhand drives are his spe scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
cialty, and it is said he is capable rf Pills as advised, with results certain
and sure. I felt toned up and invigorated.' I recommend
Foley Kidney
Pills." For backache, rheumatism,
lumbago, and all kidney and bladder
ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. O.
G. Schaefer and
lied Cross Drug
.

FOR

BEAT

SMOKERS-

A,

RAILROAD

Boycott on Subway Lines Causes
vocation of Offensive Rule in
Berlin.

Re-

ftV

BIG BALL TRADES
1

The

boycott against the Under
ground railway in Berlin by smokers
ia proving effectual, and devotees of
the weed will soon be able to smoke
in the subway if Police President von
Jagow consents, says a Berlin dispatch.
Some mouths ago the Berlin under
ground railway announced that smok-- !
ing would be absolutely forbidden after a specified date. It was declared
that the smokers denied the cars and
that their running to and fro in search
of the smoking coach, which it was
Impossible to place in the same relative position on each train, caused
serious delays and detracted from the
efficiency of the service. A tremendous protest went up and every Berlin
paper sided with the smokers; but
the ralway company was obdurate,
and shortly after the regulation became effective Von Jagow embodied
it in the police regulation. The
smokers then began boycotting the
underground, despite the fact that it
affords quicker communication along
its route and willingly sacrificed their
extra sleep; daily in order to smoke
on their way to and from work. The
company sought various explanations
for the falling off in its receipts, but
soon discovered that the abolition of
the smoking cars was the cause of the
loss of business. Announcement has
now been made that the smoking cars
will be replaced, providing Von Jagow
is willing to rescind the police or'
der.
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.ONE-SIDE- D

IT APPEARS THAT SOME OF THE
MAJOR LEAGUE MANAGERS
GOT STUNG.

-

!
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The questions answered below
general In character. The -- ympow
or diseases are given and the f;?
wers will apply to any case of s!r
iiar nature.
Those wishing further advice fr'
may address Dr. Lewlr Baker, C
lege Bldg., Collegc-ElwooSts., F
O.,
enclosing
stamped envelope for reply.
name and address must be given, hut
only initials or fictitious name w")
be used In my answers. The prescriptions can he filled t iny well- stocked drug store. Anv dnicgisf
can order of dealer.
it

J
i

Somebody's big league manager Is
going to get stung, perhaps it should
be said that some magnate's manager
already has been stung. Only the
pain of the sting hasn't developed
'
A
f '
yet.
'
1
.
There is the case of John G. 1
McGraw, the astute manager of the
New York Giants, and Joe Tinker,
"Jack" says: "I need a good nerve fluffy, get a 4 oz. iar of Dlliiu yeiiof
the brains of the Cincinnati club.
McGraw became imbued with the idea tonic. I have to work very hard and minvol and hse it reeularlv.l This
cure itching scalp and dandruK 3
that he needed Pitcher Fromme, a am becoming almost a wreck."
half and half pitcher always, and the
Answer: Your condition is very make the hair grow, anu you will
saining of his need cost the Giant common especially among brain work- be bothered with stringy, stray,'"
manager three athletes of fair (ana ers. Make the following tonic by mix- locks.
ancient; repute, Red Ames, a pitcher, ing syrup of hypophosphites comp., 5
"Louise" writes: "I do not w
Heine Groh, an infielder, and Josh ozs,; tincture cadomene (not carJa-mon"
the diminutive
1 oz.; and take . teaspoontul enough for my height. I am ,iur;
Devore,
outfielder,
who will be remembered by Boston before each meal and in a few weeks lifeless and have frequent hej
Please advise what will nelp rti.'"
bugs as the daylight burglar- - who your strength will be restored.
saved the bacon of Richard de MarAnswer: Your condition i.s due to
Mr. B. D. asks: "Is it safe to re- the lack of red blood corpm-cles- .
quis de Marquard by the catch of his
I
life iu one of the world's series games duce one's weight? I weigh 210 pounds can- prescribe nothing better than
last fall.
and would like to reduce at least 40 three grain hyponuolane tablets,
Now the'question is, who got stung? pounds.
What Is a safe, harmless which Gnn be purchased at. a.iy
Cincinnati is willing to admit that remedy?"
,
drug store in sealed cartons with
CAUSED
TOURISTS A SHOCK McGraw is
full
directions. These tablets 'will
guilty. New York is
of
Answer: Obtain
any
to he strewn.
causes
the body to assimilate the fatwaiting
arbo'iene
a
of
tube
Amdruggist
Pair Thought They Were Being
McGraw
Has
of food and thus give
Confidence
Some
elements
acty
Lqst
tablets and take as per directions
bushed by Wild Animals, but It
But one thing everyone knows. Mc- companying.
Was All Right.
These tablets are very you strength and added color to tha
Graw has lost some confidence in easy to take and quite reliable for skin. Your weight will increase and
Who says that adventure is dead? the ability of his team to win a thk'd
you will not be troubled with headobesity or goitre.
Only the other day a motorist and his straight pennant. Otherwise the little
ache.
They are recommended by
wife were taking a turn through the Napoleon of the
would have
and if taken according to
game
physicians
"Miss K." writes:
"Could you
forest of Fontaiuebleau when they got stood
directions you will surely gain flesh.
pat on his lineup.
kida
for
and
liver
a "turn" of the sort they hardly barpublish
remedy
Next there is the case of Frank
gained for.
ney trouble and the usual diseases
of
erstwhile
"Troubled Miss G." writes: Every
peerless leader
They found themselves being am- Chance,
that arise from that source. I am
I am troubled with severe at
winter
bushed by a lion, and we know on the Cubs, now groping in the dark- troubled with dizzy
spells, dark spots
Shakespearean authority how Impres- ness and reaching out in all direc- before my eyes and also with rheu-- ' tacks of rheumatism which sometimes
sionable the fair sex is at the ap- tions in a wild effort to lay his hands
eeps me In bed for weeks. ITTase
matism."
proach of that kind of "wild fowl." on something or somebody
to
advise something for me."
Answer: If you will get three grain
The woman promptly fainted, and
his cheerless New York
Answer: My favorite prescription
monsieur shut on the clutch at grande strengthen
tablets (not sulphur tablets),
sulpherb
club.
for rheumatism and one that I know
Vitesse.
to
and
take
you
directions,
according
So Chance offered Hal Chase to the
has cured thousands'v."
No sooner had madame revived
pla i3
will not on'iy be relieved, but if you
"
highest bidder, and odd though it may continue
than they encountered a panther.
of these tablets you made by mixing:
use
the
This was too much of a good thing. seem, the bids weren't very high,
2 drams
I
alk
sodium sail
'
Monsieur was about to say so with judging from the trade the orange will be gradually cured of all the wine of colchicum,
I
will
mention.
troubes
puryou
They
all his Gallic eloquence when the ex grove magnate made.
f
essence cardiol, 1 I
"comr,
ify the blood and also cuie your rheu- balmwort 1
planation turned up.
! 1 ' earsal !
baseman
the
Think
e
of
first
peerless
oz.;
e
A troupe of psuedo Arabs with
matism.
' ,Qful at'
5 ozs.
Take one te
and spear came up to explain going in exchange for Rollie Zieaer,
Sox
team
cast
on
a
the
White
about
time and at bed U'fne T"l you
that they were working off a fiim
"Worried" Your child can be eas- soon be cured.
for a cinema firm, and the beasts were and First Baseman Borton, a recruit,
cured of bedwetting by using tinc-tuv- o
ily
,
who
wisdom
cut
hasn't
his
teeth
yet
drugged.
,
cubeus, 1 ariuu; tincture
It was a sorry climax. &uU4t all in the nig uo v. i'ne ordinary observ"Annette" writer "I have 1
2 drams, and comp. fluid
came "into the picture," and espe- er immediately jumps to the concius-io- n
greatly anoyedt (lately by coughi. .
cially the changing emotions of the
Chance was stung in balmwort, 1 oz. Give him 10 to 15 and a tickling se tsation la the throa
that
Frank
motorists' faces from alarm to action,
water
in
meal.
before
each
This
that deal. Yet the master of the drops
and hoarseness Rafter singing. Mj
and from indignation to relief. New
Highlanders probably had his own is equally good for older people.
bronchial tubes arW affected also."
York Sun.
reasons for making the rade and
You cStn be very easily
Answer:
these reasons cast on the scales proD-abl"Virginia" writes: "I suffer greatly cured of this bronchfal trouble
Breakfast.
England's
by uswould cause a balance.
with catarrh, bad breath, headache
It i3 reported from London that a
This reing essence mentho-lajceaacross
Didn't Get Much or Chase
and pain
my eyes. Only my lieves
recent attempt to introduce grape
quickly and cerfalinly brings
fruit as a breakfast food has failed
Even before this trade Chance had nostrils and throat are affected. Could about a
cure, by its tonic And laxative
and that a heavy importation of those pulled one in which he gave two play- you prescribe a remedy to cure me?"
action
and
therefore is iuperior
a
in
such
delicacies has caused,
slump
ers for one. Stump, the athlete now
whiih oiuy
Answer: The following local treatpreparations,
the market that costermongers are
playing first for Toledo, was traae4 ment should be used: Obtain a two
You can feel thii.sifidicine
selling them from barrows for a penny to Cleveland
along with Jack Leliveit, ounce original package of Vilane pow- working on the throat, lunga ai;.i bronapiece.
an
for Peckenpaugh, thl
outfielder,
one
who
no
ha3
This will surprise
der, put one-hateaspoonful In a pint chial tubes, giving a feeling of freshever lived In England. That country shortstop, whose three errors wert of warm water and snuff the water ness and strength to the
'ir.: syshas known many changes during, the partly responsible for the loss of New front the
of the hand through tem. Purchase a 2 oz. package- of
palm
last few years. Caste lines have been York's first game with Boston the
and Jmaka acthe nostrils several times daily until essence mentho-laxen- e
obliterated; the silk hat is no longer other day.
one
To
o i bottle
to
are
cleaned
the
directions
thoroughly.
acthey
cording
an object of reverential worship;
That Cleveland did not expect to ounce of vaseline or lard mix one and take
to ten dost-daily
tors have been knighted and bands ineight
this trade was shown
y
and you will soon be cured j of your
of Vilane powder and
troduced into restaurants. But the profit greatly by
teaspoonful
hustled
breakfast table is the last ditch of by the fact that Somers
twice a day well up Into the nos- trouble.
j
British conservatism. The English- Stump off to Toledo in a great hurry trils, and your catarrh will soon vanman eats bacon and eggs 365 morn- to replace the fielding marvel for the ish. This should be used at intervals
"N. L. O." writes: "Have guttered
Bluhmer. Leliveit is to
ings in the year and welcomes leap seldom-hittina recurrence. I have re- for years with stomach trouble and
prevent
to
him
enables
because
it
indulge with Cleveland as a pinch hitter but
year
ceived hundreds of letters from grate- constipation. Have tried many1 'cures'
in that delightful dish 366 times?
ful people who have used the above but they did not even relieve. ,( liiiy$--The monarchy may be abolished and
the house of lords deprived of its preprescription and been cured from that great pain at times, especial ittt? I
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ap-pi-

rogatives, but the English breakfast
will remain as it was in the days of
the Conqueror. Grape fruit will never
have a place in it. New York Her-

ald.

Remembered Grudge.
Queen Wilhelmina's recent visit to
Paris has moved the paris correspondent of the New York Sun to tell again
a story of the days when her majesty
was the most popular young personage in the world.
,
In the revived edition, the story is
to the effect that she found it hard to

learn English, and perhaps for that
reason did not love England.
The
first map of Europe she drew showed
Belan enormous Holland, a
gium nd frahce, but an almost imperceptible Great Britain.
To draw particular attention to the
diminutive island representing England, she wrote below it, "Land of
Miss S." (her English governess).
Years later the young queen said
to the minister plenipotentiary of Engfair-size- d

land:
"Bo sure to tell her majesty, Queen
Victoria, that I love Englishwomen,
all Englishwomen."
To which the minister bowed, and
the Queen added:
"All Englishwomen are not govern
esses!" Youth's Companion,

When a Ship Is Lost.
When a ship is posted at Lloyd's a
bell is tolled once. In tb very unusual
event of a vessel arriving in port after being posted the bell is struck
twice, and the caller makes his announcement from the rostrum amid a
breathless silence. On the day insurance money is payable, all who wers
on the missing ship are legally considered dead.

HEAD COVERED

W

WHITE PIMPLES
Went to Ear, Shoulders and Whole
Body, Thick and Sticky on Head.
Eruption Covered With Blood.
Soap and Ointment Curedi
ra

Eansom, 111. "The trouble started on,
our baby when lie was only about) two
weeks old. Started like littlo white piinplesj
looked like an old scab of
blood and matter. His whole
bead was covered for a few
months then it went to his
ear, shoulders, and his whole
body. It seemed to como out
thick and Bticky on his head,
while on the other parts of
his body it was more like
water coming out of the skin.
He wou'.a scratch Until tho
erupt' jn woidil be all covered
with blood and gradually
spread. The least little stir or rub would
cause the sores to bleed, spread and itch.
Kover had a fuH nirh''a sleep, restless all
eight.
"Tho sores were horrid to look at. 16
lasted until ho was about two and a half
years old. Then we saw an eczema advertisement in tho paper to uso
, but it
did no good. Then we used Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment. Wo put the Cuticura Ointment oa thick at bed time and put
a tight hood on so lie could not scratch the
sores. Thtn wo washed it clean with Cuticura Soap !nd warm water twice a day, and
he was completely cured." (Siyued) Mrs.
E. F. Sulzberger, Doc 30, 191 1.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment am
sold throughoi't the world. Liberal sample of
Skin Book. Adeach mailed free, with 33-d
dress
"Outlcura, Dopt.T, Bosto ."
Tender-face- d
mm should uas Cuticura
trea
Soap Shaving Stick, S5a
post-car-

dreadful disease catarrh.
"Hannah" writes: "I would like to
get something that would make my
hair soft and fluffy. My hair is greasy
and I can do nothing to keep the oil
out of it.'
Answer: To take the surplus oil
out of the hair and keep it soft and

eat."
Answer. Obtain tablets triopeptlne
and take according to directions.'
These tablets are pink, white and
blue. Take'a pink tablet after breakfast, a white tablet after di c- - v '1
a blue tablet after supper. In
treatment with these tablets w il t
any case of stomach disorder.

event was attended by a dlstiiif-ed company, that gave the Aneil
explorer a cordial welcome. I'r;
Roland Bonaparte presided, urul
his introductory address d
to guess the stinger and the stingee that though the opening dect.V
in this trade. The passing of the sea- the twentieth century had bwu
able for heroic achievements, not hi.
son may show.
And now they are talking of a Ty moved the world to- greater woitd
Cobb-Ha- l
Chase trade with numer- than Peary's annexation of the Xoy
Pole.
ous players to boot, of course.
If this one should be pulled it easily would overshadow all the others.
Can't Keep it Secret
The splendid work of Chamber':!
And it's a good bet that somebody
Tablets is daily becoming mor
will be stung.
ern.mi rem
ly known.
stomach and liver troubles' h;
A substitute medicine la never for been known.
the benefit of the buyer. Never he
persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
Shake Off Your Rheumatis
Hoiify and Tar Compound for coughs
.ow is the time to
rid of
and colds, for children or for grown
rheumatism. Try a
It is prompt, and effective. bottle
persons.
of Chambprlaln's Linimoir
It homes In a yellow package, with
beehive on. carton. It contains no soe how quickly your rheumatic
Take no substitute for Fo draittHf. Sold by all dealers.
opiates.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound. O.
O! Schaefer and
Red Cross
When the baby Is s
us tL
Prug
Store.
bio affliction of hot v. .
,
el disorders, the mii-iDic
he, too, Is liable to be hustled away
to Toledo on a day's notice.
Chance is using Peckenpaugh at
short and believes he will make a
winner out of him. It is pretty hard

!
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PARIS

HONORS

PEARY.

Paris, .Tune 6. Rear Admiral Robert E. Peary was formally rscelved
today by the University of Paris. The

McGEE'S

BABY

1
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the feverish condition, ecn
stomach and chxV? loo ri"sM of
bowe's. Price
;.i d
Sold by Central Dm- - Co.
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t
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

movemiiiit for .better rura'i
throughout the nation.

EI5MY
HED 1879

FRIDAY, JUNE 6, 1913.

schools

WOMAN ATTACKED SECOND

DEGREE

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, June 6. In spite of the
appearance of strength lent by the
brisk demand and general rise during

the early trading, the market was not
Immune from further
disturbances
and toward the close of the forenoon
(Incorporated.)
f 4- f
f
there was a renewed outburst of sellSanta Fe, N. M., June G. Howell
ing. Prices were borne down swiftly
PADGETT
.....EDITOR Earnest', state traveling auditor and
below yesterday's close and a number
bank examiner, l.as mada he following
of new low records for the long de"
report on the accounts of A. L. Await, MRS. KATHERINE WALKER OF AL- SLAYER OF BRAKEMAN ELMER cline were reached.
r.
W7I
clerk of Curry county:
MOORE AT GALLUP FOUND
FOR
BEATEN
BUQUERQUE
General speculative conditions were
TWENTY-FIVGUILTY BY JURY.
CENTS
Jsanta Fe, N. M., June 2, 1913
little changed and traders were dis
Hnn. William C. McDonald,
posed to attribute the early Improve
'
,red at the postoffice at East
kid-vil- le
Gallup, N. M., June 6. Late last ment to
N. M.. June 6. A bakeGovornor of New Mexico,
little
Albquerque,
We
temporarily oversold condl
New
transMexico, for
'ijKiS Vegas,
court
in
re
the
a
district
jury
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ry wagon driver found Mrs. Katherii .night
tions.
Isolated points of weakness
office
'
to
mission through the United States
to
'
.:.
70 years old, bruised and cat turned a verdict of murder in the secSir:
,
Walker,
appeared while the market was forg
mails as second class matter.
be
ond
of
case
in
the
the
State
degree
In compliance with request of "Hon, In a half dozen places in her home,
ing upward and the cumulative effect
killvs.
with
Luciano
Lopez,
charged
4
o'clock
'
K. K. Scott, district attorney for the 324 South Edith street, at
of the scattered declines ultimately
terms! of subscription
Fifth judicia1, district, made to you yesterday afternoon. Mrs. Walker ing Brakeman Elmer E. Moore, in the was a factor in bearing down the
Dally, by Carrier
and after she Santa Fe yards at Gallup on, the whole list. Bonds were
under date of Aprll 4, 1913, and re was
heavy.
1912.
i'W CopyL.
$ .05 f erred to this
16
whom morning of July 17,
workman
had recovered said a
department April
For a time after midday the list
the
jury
Judge
Raynolds
charged
no WeekL
.15
1913, for an audit of the accounts of she had employed for several days
Chesapeake
that under the evidence they could broke badly, Atchison,
Monti
65 A. L.
.
Await, county clerk of Curry beat her. It is believed he used a find
and Ohio, Lehigh Valley, Southern
of
muraer
defendant
the
guilty
...7.5t county, beg to submit herewith report hatchet handle.
Jper1
In the first degree, or in the second Pacific and Steel selling from 1 to 2
Dally, by Mall
l'
Mrs. Walker was beaten probably
of examination made as of May 1st,
I Ul'ear
degree, or of manslaughter; or, not points under yesterday's close;
6.00
copies of same are being mailed an hour or more before the driver guilty, if "the jury believed
lt13,
Severe declines weer also made In
1
3.00
Months
to Hon. K. K. Scott, district attorney found her. Neighbors told the police
a long list o? obscure shares. SCale
had been proven.
It's a regular party arid you're invited. So come or
as Roswell, New Mexico, and to Hon. that they had heard her crying early
Five of the jury were
buying orders then began to make
"we'll nuvver, nuvver come to your party.''
Ben Crawford, chairman of the board in the afternoon, but did not suspect
and it is understood the their presence felt and the list eventt'EEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
'
saw
No
in
one
was
she
commissioners
of
that
of county
danger.
Curry
Ten boy and girl cooks will 'pP' tne corn on El Tostovo
verdict is a compromise of the vary- ually rallied a substantial fraction
GROWER
Mrs.
the
Mexico.
workman
leave
the
at
New
place.
deHollene,
of
the
from
county,
first
that your mamma
with, however, a large contraction in
..2.00
jurors
.V retr
ing views
a dandy little electric toaster-stov- e
Walker told officers she did not know gree murder1 to manslaughter.
Respectfully,
$1.00
the volume of business on the rise.
'on her breakfast table. It makes toast, fries
ilx Months
have
should.
f
his name, but that she believed it
.HOWELL EARNEST,
The facts showed that the defendAccumulation went on steadily this
eggs and heats coffee and tea, cooks hotcakes andoh, so
ant was working his way from Ari- afternoon and the persistence of the
Traveling Auditor and Bank Examiner was Chaves.
Cash in Advance for Mail SubscripL.
many other things besides popping corn! And costs so
who
G.
on
A. L, Await, county clerk
Dr.
zona to his home at Vaughn, N. M., demand compelled heavy short covRice, city physician,
Report
tions.)
little to buy it so little to run it.
of Curry county, New Mexico from attended Mrs. Walker, said her condi by riding freights, and that in 6ome erings. Canadian Tacific sold 3 points
Remit by draft, check or money or.
tion was serious on account of her manner an altercation occurred be- above yesterday's final level and
January, 1912, to May, 1913.
Ask mamma for one!
ier. If sent otherwise we will not
County Recording fees, $3,847.90; age. .The doctor found the hatchet tween- the brakeman and the defend Union Pacific
Recoveries from
e responsible for loss.
But come to our party, any way and bring mamma with
handle and said the man probably ant about the time the train reached the lowest reached a point or more in
license, $118.50. Total $3,966.40 .
"
Specimen copies free on applicatGallup, the defendant killing the many places.
Probate Court Earned fees, $C6.99; had used it.
She may have a cornucopia too!
you.
ion.
The woman told the police the man brakeman by shooting him above the
earned fees, former clerk, $7.62; due
The market closed strong. Efforts
Party starts at 3 o'clock and lasts until 5.
beat her because she refused to give heart. The evidence showed that the by the shorts to retire contracts on
litigants, $101.66 $17G.27.
downin
a
entered
the
bullet
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
body
him
23
cents. She said a watch and
AT
District Court Fees earned (civil)
a rapidly rising market caused conTHE EXPIRATION OF TIME
&.
and paid, ring were missing, but the police ward and backward direction, and at siderable competitive buying which
$1,171.45; fees earned
an angle of about 45 degrees. . ine
PAID FOR
(criminal), $67.20, balance receive;! found no Indications that the rooms
resent up prices further. Complete
story as told by the defendant was
from former clerk, $897.24; due liti- had been rifled.
coveries were generally .affected and
his
one
took
of
brakeman
the
that
The police last night searched outAdvertisers axe guaranteed the gants , (civil cases), $57.40 $2,193.29.
numerous
stocks sold a point or mpre
4-- .
three revolvers which he had with
targest daily and weekly circulation Total to be accounted for $6,335.96. going trains for the man and tele- him
above yesterday's close. Among these
i ft,
ortoward
it
him,
and,, pointing
1 cent
Bank deposits covering court funds graphed to nearby stations but' Mrs.
of any newspaper la northern New
Lard, July $11; September $11.07 2;
dered him to jump from the top of a stocks were Amalgamated, Reading, close was firm with July
Walker
was
able
to
a
Bank
of
October $10.97.
them
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National
give
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at
net
jfexico.
only
and
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cd.
9091.
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Lehigh,
higher
moSmelting
was
in
while
box
train
car
the
American Bank and Trust slim description..
Ribs,
Believing that the tion
Corn strengthened with wheat. July
$11.70;
American
rallied
July
urli
September
Tpbacco
and, fearing for his Jfe, he fired. Steel.
man
lived
in
Barelas
company of Clovls, $793.19 $1,839.64.
they visited Conflicting stories told by the defend- from 200 to 210.
at the outset was unchanged to a $11.37; October $11.10.
cot: i
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Attention Is directed to item under practically every house where a man ant before the
to 58 and
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trial, which he did not
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bullet entered the body, and the fact Atchison
95:,'ij
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15C' at 58 for July, a shade above last ceipts 5,000. iMarket 10 to 15 cents
however, does not relieve the present
Our
ITNT3 6, 1913.
Radin
that Moore had on his heavy
NOTICE.
clerk from being charged with this
.
93 '4 night.
;
higher. Bulk $8.45?i8.55; heavy $8.40
when the body was found,
Tactic ...
The La Jara Hunting and Fishtng threw discredit on the defendant's
item, he being responsible for fees
In the. oats crowd there were no
8.50; packers and butchers $S.45f:
I15?i
li;ion
Pa'if'j
IS OF '
c'mb has leased the La Jara and Tip
term of office.
earned during-hiJ4 8.60; lights $8.50aS.60;
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after opening
pigs $7.25
story, but whose story the prosecu- tu ited StaMs i,'te .
offerings.
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lakes, which are the two northern- tion was able to refute in no other United S(nva Si eel, pfd.
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to 38
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to
Appointed
higher at 38
of- A h.
First Lieutenant William H. Lloyd, most of th group of Kroenlg's lakes way than by the physical facts declimbed to 39.
Cattle, receipts 800. Market steady
for '
Medical Reserve corps, United States of the Ten Lakes Land company. No veloped at the(trial.
carried provi- to strong. Prime fed steers $S.35(a
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Packers'
Mi
buying
U'e iiLie months of
hof
v .is appointed . cantain. medical person will be allowed to hunt or
to 8.G5; dressed beef steers
$7.35(fi;
Chicago, June 6. Reported insuffi- sions up. First sales were at 2
ribU uyun this
Severy child in the
t,iopct except memcorps, National Guard of New Mexico,
of rains in Kansas formed the 10 cents advance, including Septem- 8'. 25; western steers $6.508.15:
ciency
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of
bers
tho
Claxton,
sayis
club, and all persons goto data' from today
basis of higher prices today for wheat, ber options as follows: Pork, $19. 80 southern steers
coft'-$5. 50 8. 10;
'comnifissioner of educa- on ar ing there must be prepared to show
was also 'adverse weather in to $19.82; lard $11.10; ribs $11.35. $4.507.25;
The
There
following
appointments
heifers $8.508.60;
atter tothe superintend- a
membership card in this organizaboards of control are announc
France and Egypt. Smallness of Ar- The closing quotations were:
stockers and feeders $6.507.90;
blic instruction in the var- - mory
tion.
Otherwise they will be arrestalso counted
ed:
June 90; July 90; Sep- bulla $C7.25; calves $710.50.
gentine
shipments
Wheat,
H Dr. CJyxton calls attention
ed for trespassing.
against the bears. The opening was tember 90; December 02.
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Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market steaB resent $hort rural term and Captain William A. Tenney, Jr.,
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,)ol terni for country schools up to
A minimum wage of $9 per week
is dead in supposedly good parts of December 39.,
First Lieutenant James C. Hamilfiat for city schools. Many of the
for ail women and girls employed In
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date
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Major Leslie R. Forney, commander posed In a bill introduced by Senator vote with his party in support of the
Dr. Claston points out how far we
are in tlijfs country from approximat-- j of cadets, New Mexico Military Insti Chilton of West Virginia. Under the Underwood bill, Oxnard replied that
in compliance with Chapter terms of the measure it would
reapply if the free sugar provision were
ing at present even the lowest mini tute, is,
laws
of
New
63,
1901,
"be
would
here
until
Mexico,
appointtained
term
of
mum he names a school
tD all women employed in transportacongress
160 days
The average length of the ed captain in the National Guard of tion, telegraph and like interstate ser- the snow flies'' before the bill could
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said, through a great number of letA. S. BROOKES,
ters and telegrams from Colorado and
states, Connecticut and Rhode Island,
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the Rocky Mountain states.
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"This correspondence has been so
"
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country school terms of be- OfficialV
general, so almost universal in my
A. S. BROOKES,
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- are California, Iowa, Michigan, Mary
Adjutant General.
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YOU SHOULD KNOVVABOUT
the tremendous accumulating effect of money put at interest in this institution where it draws
One dollar will open an ac4 Per Cent Interest, Compounded
count here'and ifyou"keep adding: to it regularly, no matter how small the amount is, you will

ing.

Isador Sanders of Trinidad was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
C. Robinson of Wagon Mound came
in this morning for a short business
visit in Las Vegas.
,
.T. W. Fisher came In last nignl
from his home at Albuquerque lor a
short business visit in Las Vegas.
Mrs. George Pritchett returned this
afternoon from Denver where she has
been for the past week visiting
friends.
B. Hudson of Fort Scott, Kans., arrived in Las Vegas last night and will
remain here for some time as a business visitor.
J. D. Davidson, representative for
company of Althe Finnegan-Browwas
a
visitor m
business
buquerque,
Las Vegas today.
Mrs. E, R. Blair of Sedalia, Kan.,
came in last night and left this morning for Mora where she will visit relatives for the coming few weeks.
Filadelfio Baca,- assistant superintendent of public instruction, came m
iast night from Santa Fe for a few
days' business visit in Las Vegas.
Troy Jenkins of Loving, New Mexico, came in last night for a short
Mr
.business visit in Las Vegas.
Jenkins is a well known business man

GQQDALL
FORMER
MAYOR AND YOUNG
PROFESSIONAL WOMAN MAR- RIED IN DENVER

Trinidad. Colo., June C Benny
It will come as considerable of a Louis Newman has sent to PromotTrinidad's bantamweight, reer
Chavez,
to
for
to
Charles
Las
transportaO'Malley
Vegans
many
surprise
learn that Miss Marie Olney and K. tion from Denver and will arrive in turned to this city yesterday bringD. Gopdall were united in marriage Las Vegas either tomorrow or Sun- ing fresh laurels from his fight with
last night in Denver. The couple had day to begin training for his battle Battling Chico" at Albuquerque on
Decoration Day. Chavez is 'looking
kept their plans so secret that only with Kid Shaffer in this city on June
tomor-roin perfect physical condition. He had
17.
here
arrive
will
Shaffer
relatives find intimate friends who
could be trusfed knew when the happy; event was to occur.
Following is
the formal announcement:
D and Mrs. F; E, Olney announce
the marriage of 'their daughter, Marie,
to K. D. Goodall, at Denver, Colorado,
last night. The happy couple entrained at once on the Union Pacific for
Victoria, B. C, at which place they
will visit the mayor of the city and
his wife, who is the sister of Mr.
Goodall.
They expect to return to Ias Vegas
during the month and will reside in
their home at S13 Seventh street,
where they will be pleased to meet

n

-

,

their friends.
of Loving.
Mrs. Goodall is a young woman of
Mrs. W. C. Hey wood and daughter
of Evangeline, la., are in Las Vegas ability, having occupied a leading
tor a several weeks' stay, visiting place in the practice of dentistry in
with Mrs. Heywood's sister, Mrs. J. Las Vegas, associated with her father. She is handsome, possessing the
C. Schlott.
,
Mrs. D. O. Dougherty of Atlanta, dark type of beauty.
Mr. Goodall has resided in Las VeGa., and Miss Pansy Bayless of Colombia, Mo., will arrive n Las Vegas gas for many years. He is manager
tomorrow for a few weeks' visit with of the. Center Block Drug company.
Airs. W. P. Mills.
For several terms Mr. Goodall was
Charles Greenclay returned this af- mayor of the city, conducting its afternoon from Excelsior; Springs, Mo., fairs with success and along business
where he has been for tne past tnree lines. He is a member of the board
weeks. Mr. Greenclay has benefited of trustees of the Las Vegas
land

'

.

greatly from his trip.
Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez left
this afternoon for Santa Fe with Ramon Garcia who lately was sentenced
to serve from three to four years in
the state penitentiary tor murder in
the second degree.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president

grant, having been appointed to that
position of trust' by Judge Clarence
J. Roberts two years ago.

j

,

--

train-

ing quarters have not been made as
yetvbut they probably will be on the
East side in some hall where spectators can be accommodated.
O'Malley has placed in the window
of H. G. Murphey's drug store pictures
Bud
of
jmls Newman, Kid Shaffer,
New
of
Cross
and
Leach
Boyd
York,' who, he says, will challenge the
winner of this bout. Bud BoycL who
is now in California training with

the best fighters on the coast, has
asked for a return match with Newman some time next month. Bud
made a hit with the fans of Las Vegas during his stay here and it is
probable that a match may be staged
.between Newman and Boyd during
tjhe state military encampfent. This
bout, if arranged for, Bhould make a
good fight, as Boyd has trained hard
egas and says
since leaving Las
he wi'il be equal to Newman In every
respect during July. The fans have
expressed the opinion that the
-Shaffer
bout will be one of the
best that have been staged in Las
Shaffer is a tough hombre
Vegas.
and has shown that he has fight In
him, while Newman already has demonstrated to' the fans his ability in
the game. There also win be two excellent preliminaries for this bout.
One will go ten rounds and the other
six, so that the fans are sure to get
their money's worth. Boyd says he
will box Newman 20 rounds for a bet

Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Mills, accompan- ied by their daughter, Miss Madeline,
left tliis evening for Chicago where
they will remain for several weeks.
Mrs.'S.'A. Conhell returned this jtf- ternoon from Denver where she has
been for the past two months visiting
relatives.
Junior Waldo Connell ae-- I
Conne'll.
Mrs.
companied
Professor O. C. Zingg and son left
this afternoon for the State Teachers' College of Colorado at Greeley,
where they will remain for the coming summer. Mr. Zingg will take a
of $1,000.
course.
special
Mrs. James Wallace Raynolds, wid-

the New Mexico Normal University, left this afternoon for Roswell
and Carlsbad where he will be on
business for the coming week.
Henry G. Coors, Jr., returned last
night from Ciovis after a short visit
at (hat place. Mr. Coors resides in
Ciovis, but is spending considerable
time in Las Vegas this summer.
.Mr. and Mrs. (J. L. Allen of Lakota,
North Dakota, arrived Jn Las Vegas
last night for a few days' visit here.
They are looking for a location in the
southwest and may locate in Las Ve- ow of the late secretary of the territory, and who has resided In Santa
gas.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Noe of St. Louis, Fe for many years, is expected to arrive in Santa Fe within the next few
Mo., came in last night for a short
her daughter
stay in Las Vegas. Mr. Noe is the days, accompanied by
and
three
her
boys.
Interesting
Dolly,
Combined
for
the
representativeof St. "Jim," "Bob" and "Dick". Mrs. RayKlectrical
Supply company
nolds with her family will make SanLouis.
Herman Roberts, for the past three ta Fe their summer home and many
months a resident of Las Vegas and social functions are a'iways arranged
lein the employ of Gross Kelly and in her honor as her friends are
St.
has
at
Vincent's
suite
A
gion.
Company, left yesterday evening for
comfort-Sa- nta
his home at Dixon, Tenh., where he been arranged for their
New
Mexican.
Fe
will remain.
of

Newman probably will train on the
West side ill the Pastime pool hall
where he prepared for his last battle.
A number of his West siae admirers
are anxious to help him train. Louie
will train harder for this battle than
he did for the one with Boyd. First
on account of his last battle being
over a month ago and second because
he considers he is going up against
a harder man this time.

Arrangements for Shaffer's

be surprised to learn "how money grows"

BANTAMWEIGHT
WITH OFFERS
BESIEGED
FOR ENGAGEMENTS.

THE TRINIDAD

AROUSED
HARRY
WILL APPEAR

MUCH
IS
INTEREST
IN BOUT IN WHICH

SHAFFER

Semi-Annualf-

Newman-

little to say about his recent victory.
He was, however, much gratified by
his showing and said that he nevar
had any serious doubts but that he
could defeat Chico.
Benny Is now ranked as one of the
likely aspirants for the title. He is
being besieged with offers and
matches. He has signed up to put on
an exhibition with Kid payo of El
Paso at Juarez, Mexico, on June 22.
He is matched to give Battling Chtco
a third go at Albuquerque on July 18.
Denver fight promoters are trying to
get him to go with Patsy Brannigen
in the near future and Benny may
agree to' meet for the second time
the clever eastern lad who put him out
for the first time in his career, in
Trinidad, on Christmas day, 1911.
Is mak. The Santa Fe Athletic club
ing an effort to match Chavez and
Harry Deli for the Fourth of July.
Dell has been clamoring for a matcn
for some time.
A new trade union has been formed
in London, Eng., recently. It Is named

y.

how much you will save.

PEOPLES BANK
CAPITAL

j
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TODAY'S BASEBALL
National League.
Boston at Chicago; clear.
Philadelphia at Pittsburg; clear.
American League,
Chicago at Boston; clear.
Detroit at Philadelphia; clear.
Cleveland at New York; clear.
St. Louis at Washington; clear.
American Association.
Columbus at Louisville; clear.
Toledo at Indianapolis; clear.
Minneapolis at Milwaukee; clear.
St. Paul at Kansas, City; cloudy.
Western League.
Lincoln at Topeka; clear.
Wichita at Denver; cloudy.
St. Joseph at Sioux City; cioudy.
Des Moines at Omaha; clear.
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SWASTIKA COAL
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Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
Raynolds, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant. Cashier.
Davis, Vice President.

BASEBALL.

PESTERDAY'S

National League.
At Pittsburg: Pittsburg, 6; Philadelphia, 2.
At Cincinnati: Brooklyn, 4; Cincinnati, 0.
At Chicago:' Boston, 8;; Chicago, 4.
American League.
At Boston:' Chicago, 5; Boston, 0.
At New York: Cleveland, 5; New

the Home' Makers' Trade Union and
Its alms are given as follows: To assist wage earners In their endeavor to
obtain better wages and conditions;
to Insist as a right upon proper pro- York, 3.
At Philadelphia: Philadelphia, 10;
portion of men's wages to be paid to
the wife for the support of the home; Detroit, 6.
St. Louis,
12;
At Washington:
to Improve in every way the status
Washington, 3.
and condition of women.
Western League.
At Omaha: Sioux City, 4; Omaha,
An exhaustive inquiry into the
conditions of labor for women in 2.
At Lincoln: Lincoln, 1; Wichita, 0.
country districts is to te undertaken
At St. Joseph: St. Joseph, 3; Des
by a special commission in connecthe
for
Moines, 2.
tion with the Gorman Society
Promotion of Working Women's Interests.; The work will naturally ocSTANDING OF MIRS
cupy a considerable time, as the
cov
is
be
to
of
whole area
Germany
National League.
ered, and the investigation will In
Won Lost Pet.
Club
condiand
domestic
housing
elude
.667
12
24
tions as well as Industrial and agri- Philadelphia
.564
22
17
New
York
cultural.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

M,

Surplus, and Undivided Profits

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and
commodation Within the Scope of Good

$35,000

Ac-

Bankinpjw,
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22
18
Brooklyn
.512
21
22
Chicago
in
The Washington infield has been
.512
21
a bad way this season. McBride, Gan- - Pittsburg
24
.455
20
BIG FOREST FIRE
Louis
St.
dil, Laporte and Morgan have all been
23
.395
15
Boston
Silver City, N. M., June 5. Superinjured at different times and forced
.378
28
17
Cincinnati
visor Don P. Johnston, of the Gila to
lay off the job.
American Leagur
forest, was In the Bear Wallows lookWon Lost Pet.
Club
out tower, 50 miles north of Mogol-lon- .
.767
10
33
Boston bleacherites seem to delight Philadelphia
on Saturday morning w'hen the
.717
13
33
fire which has been raging since that in bawling out Bill Sweeney. Bill is Cleveland
.653
26
21
game as Chicago
time in McKinney Park, at the head playing as fine an
20
.845
24
of Big Turkey Creek, 30 mile's north any man in the business, and yet the Washington
.442
24
19
ReBoston
discovered.
not
are
satisfied.
of Silver City, was
bugs
.392
21
V)
St. Louis
ports from three other stations' came
.375
30
18
.
Detroit
in shortly afterward from two other
.214
33
9
New York
lookouts, and the fire was located
.Western
League,
iwthin a .mile and the nearest rangers
Vvort
Lost Pet.
Club
A $500,000 office building will be sent at once to the scene.
.674
14
29
Denver
one
the
of
erected in the downtown district of
In
is
roughest
fire
The
.622
2817
St.
Joseph
St. Louis by the., Order of Railroad and most remote sections of the Gila
.548
19
23
Lincoln
Telegraphers to take the place of forest. There are no cattle nor pros.523
21
23
Omaha
,
their present inadequate quarters. pectors In all this region, and the
.488
22
21
Moines
Des
al-- .
have
The plans for, the building
only possible way for the fire to start
.465
23
20
Sioux
City
ready been approved.
was by lightning. On that assumption
.405
17 .23
if
Topeka
it must have been smouldering for a
32
12
.73
vichita
i
The Bricklayers' and Masons' Inter- week, as the
storm was
national union promises to be the a week ago. The country is quite
next to affiliate with the American heavily wooded, but Is park like, and
AMERICAN WlNSi TIIE
Federation of Labor. " A referendum as the bears and lions keep the cattle
vote is to be submitted soon and as
out, the grass stands waist high. To
the administrationfavors the affilia- add to the
It Y giving you
OPENING CONTEST
difficulty the whole region
.19
tion it should carry by a handsome is covered
with immense granite
do- for
a
present
t
fajority.
boulders as though a heavy charge of
A law has been passed recently in
f
ing
something
M'LAUGHLIN DEFEATS AUSTRALdynamite had been recently exploded
New Zealand which makes a fine posdo
'd
underneath.
IAN, RICE, IN INTERNATIONyou
any
sible for any person that works more
Travel on horseback is very diffiAL TENNIS MATCH.
way when' you
than eight hours a day. The law first cult. In
is
tthe'Jisgdnta&1
spitepf
workwas Applied to women airt girls
learn hovy Much
Ju&e
was reported under control
fire
Side
Club,
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''West
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A. H. Douglass left
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supervisor
half
Made by GERgives to the working cWsses
at ohce. for the fire after, sending
also,
holiday. It may be Saturday or any ahead
Monroe of the Pino
MAN
PROCESS
Promptly at 2 o'clock McLoughlin
Ranger
other day in the week.
Altos station with all the men
and Rice entered the courts togethONE COUPON FROM
won the toss and
collect. Twenty men were fighter. McLoughlin
EMPRESS FL0UH AND
court with the
18
A
south
the
hours.
inside
of
the
flames
from
served
ing
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STAMPS
train with supplies was sent in
wind at his back. The Californian
pack
EC
ERINGS YOU THE
won the first game at love, Rice find,
from Dry Creek at the earliest possi-sib'i- e
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moment.
ing McLoughlin's speedy play hard to
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Gorlich of El Porvenir came
in' on the stage yesterday evening
and left this afternoon tor his home
in St. Louis where he, will visit his
parents for the coming few weeks.
Later he will return to Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. West came m
this afternoon from Levy for a short
business visit in Las Vegas. Mr. West
recently returned from Kansas wnere
he went with the body of Conductor
Berry, who was killed some time ago
on the Lamy branch.
S. I. Tiffany of the Charles O'Mal-leelectrical establishment, returned
last night from Santa Fe where ne
has been employed installing electrical fixtures in the new Gross Kelly
warehouse! He will return to Sania
Fe soon to finish the work.
MissMable Goin of Raton' left yesterday evening'for' Los Angeles,
Calif., after having
A. G.

y

-of

Mrs. jlner Murphy for tnepast few
days. .Miss Goin is aelio6V teacher
of Raton and is on her way to the
coast, where she will spend 'Iier vaca'
tion.
-
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ICC

There is no Rochelle salts, no
harmful residue left in the food
that is leavened withtK C.

Even the most delicate can eat hot
breads raised with K C without distress.
Try KC Baking Powder breads if yeast-raise- d
bread does not agree with you.
i
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Telephone or call and we will have our demon'
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Veps Mofiieie
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Fowler Pr&ps

This elegant Rogers'

K G Baking Powder is guaranteed
absolutely pure and wholesome.
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For YOU!
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Supervisor Johnston returned at
once to Silver City, arriving heer Sunby
day night after having driven
team the entire distance from Bear
WallowB lookout via Alma and Mogol-loi-

.

-

rea-tha-

r

GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

'

SILVER

i.

PLATE

,

The discovery of the fire is a credit
to the efficiency of the fire .lookout
service, for it was located in a place
where it would ordinarily have burned
for a couple of weeks before being
j discovered, by which, time it would
have covered such an extended
nothing cou'id have been done
to fight It and it would have had to
btnTi Itself out.

X,

BEAUTIFUL
(STER-

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
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can be
this city from
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ALL GROCERS
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The test is the best three out of
five matches divided, ipto tour sinThe
gles and one doub'ie match.
schedule for today's piay brought together M. E. McLoughlin
(United
States) against H. M. Rice (Australia) and R. Norris Williams II, ' (United States) against S. N. Douct (Australian). Robert D. Allen, president.

of the United States Lawn- Tennis association, sat In the referee's chair
and other prominent tennlsi players
acted as linemen.
The one drawback to the conditions
was ;a puffy wind that blew down the
court from the ? south When ; play
began there were, fully 4,000 present,
"'. wJ'UIama won the first set from
.
Doust, six games to four,
Williams won the second set, six
.. ,
games to four.
Williams won the third set.
The fourth set of the Williams- Doust match opened with the Ameri
can making desperate efforts to
steady his play and he volleyed with
great care trying to pass Doust on
the side lines and succeeding so well
that he won the first two games oy
scores of
and
The Australian opened up and by
skillful volleying and
s
took three straight games from
scores
and
of
ol
by
R. M. Williams of Harvard won his
match with Captain S. "SI. Doust, the
Australian, by 3 sets to 1.
-

.

broke through Rice's
service, winning the second, 4 to 1.
He easily won third game at love, but
Rice took the fourth after Davis had
been called. Fifth was McLoughlin's
at love. McLoughlin took the sixth at
cross court
7 to 5 with a terrific
smash.
The seventh and final game went
to McLoughlin 4 to 1. Score: Mcbiec leaguers, ManagTwo
Loughlin, 6; Rice, 1.
. The winner of the series will meet
er "Lefty' Davis, of the Winona team,
the German team which defeateu and Manager Bob Unglaub, of tl's
France in yesterday's match at
Minneapolis team, are. Jeactlhg ta
new Northern league in batting.
McLoughlin

1

4--

cross-courtin-

g

Wii-liam-

old-tim- e

It is not safe to tell any Amerileague pitcher that Ty Cobb's
eyesight is on the blink, when the
batting averages show that Ty Is hitting for .5f0 or better.
can

When Manager Callahan,
of the
White Sox, released George Johnson,
the Indian pitcher, to the Reds, it was
said that the Redskin was a bloomer
and that he would "blow' before July
1.
May be so. But the Phillies have
been the only outfit to get to the Indian, so far.
' '

When the baby is suffering the double affliction of hot weather and bow
el, disorders, the remedy needed is
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It reduces
tha feverish ..condition, corrects the
stomach and checks looseness of the
bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co.
PLUMBERS

HOL

DMEETING-Colorad-

Springs, Colo., June 6. In
order to devote tomorrow to sightseeing, the Colorado Master plumbers
associaton has decided to hold a r'K ';t
session this evening if necessary to
get unfinished business out of the
way.

The principal remaining busmen la
the election of officers. The flolegstea
have been In executive session a' day
on routine matters.
Shake Off Your Rheumatism
Now is the time to get rii o yo;r

rheumatism. Try a twrxty-flvteM
bottia of Chaiabprlain's T.fnJrt?it
em bow quickly yr;n;r r'
; tdaH
disappear. Sold by ail f
a

s.-t-

u

'"i

V

r

six
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Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot

WHAT IS NEEDED

reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube Is Inflamed you have a running sound. or imperfect hearing, and
when It Is entirely closed, deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hear
ing will he destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca
tarrh, which is nothing but an Inflam
ed condition of the mucous surfaces
AVe will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot he cured
by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
lars, free.

V
1

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-

Mrs. Kutter

Cutrate Is advertising
beautiful house gowns at a bar

pation.

Take Plenty of Time to Eat
There Is a saying that "rapid eat
Mr. Kutter Well, our, house doesn't ing Is slow suicide."
If you have
Heed a gown, but It does need a coat formed the habit of eating too rapid
ly you are most likely suffering from
ef paint.
indigestion or constipation, which
will result eventually in serious ill
THE CARD CLUB
ness unless corrected. Digestion
in the mouth. Food should be
thoroughly masticated and insalivat
ed. Then when you have a fullness
of the stomach or feel dull and stupid
aftor eating, take one of Chamber
lain's Tablets. Many severe cases of
stomach trouble and constipation have
been cured by the use of these tablets. They are easy to take and most
agreeable in effect. Sold by all dealers.
Ipome

pain.

he-gi-

READY

FOR BERMUDA RACE.
Philadelphia, Pa., June 6. The of-

ficial measurements were made today
and all other preliminary arrange
ments completed in anticipation or
the etart tomorrow morning or the
annual motor fcoat race to the Bermudas. It is expected that at least
diver
four boats will make the start.
Among them will be the Dream, the
winner of last year's race. The
"How Is your wife getting along at Dream is owned by Commodore Leg-e- n
tier card club?"
of the Philadelphia Yachtmen's
"Fine. So far nobody's put up
which is promoting the race.
club,
oeuer lunch than she did."
The winner of the contest will be
given the custody of the Bennet Chali;
lenge cup and will also receive ?1,000
Bl
in cash; The distance of the race will
"
I"1
' 'r
, "" be 734 nautical miles, starting from
-- 1
the public pier in Philadelphia and
finishing off Five Fathom Hole In
St. David's Head, Bermuda. The
rules of the race are the same as
the former contests, with few excep
tions. The boats must have a water
line length of not over sixty feet and
not less than thirty-nin-e
feet. They
must be properly equipped with boats,
stores, water, nautical instruments,
sai'is, and fuel sufficient to cover the
distance one and a half times between
Philadelphia and Bermuda. No boat
will be allowed to start with less than
a crew of six persons, at least one-haof whom must be amateurs.

I

ONE-SIDE-

SNOWBALL'S

RETURN

Young Prodigal Saved the Widow's Cow and Won Wife

fqr Father.
By MADELINE ADA LEIGHTON.
"We have been friends for a good
many years, Lydia."
"And let us continue the same, Dan'
iel."
neat
was
in
the
scene
The
parlor oi
Lhe village home of Miss Lydia ParkHer caller and suitor
er, Bpinster.
was Daniel Brackett, ten years a widower. They were a
couple, she in the matchless perfection or mature loveliness of face, figure and mind; he in the ktrength of
a really noble manhood.
"I have waited a long time to ark
you the question nearest to my hear!."
he went on. "I am disappointed.
Lydia and a trifle, hurt."
"Daniel," said Mr. Lydia, "we car.
be straightforward with each other.
I was the school girl friend of your
dear wife. I am the friend of her
have
lonely, wandering boy. You
asked me if I would marry you. I
will not answer that question till you
have taken Wilfrid bad: where lit
belongs to your home and your love.'
Daniel Brackett took up his hat and
left the house. He was not on!:'
troubled, but sad. Wilfrid, his be;,
had been a wild, reckless lad, imp-,:slve, always in difficulties, but whole
hearted and generous to a fault, One
or two boyish scrapes the indulgent
oue
Then
father had overlooked.
night the son wan a member of a Hallowe'en party which wound up in an
accidental blaze. A farmer's barn
was burned down. Mr. Brackett paid
fifty dollars to prevent trouble for
Wilfrid, and banished him from the
house.
"When you have earned that fifty
dollars and repaid it," said the father
sternly, "ydu may come back to your
home. Not before."
That was six months since. From
that day until this no word had come
from the homeless lad. Forty miles
d

Collector, San

Treasurer and

County, N. M.

Miguel
BID3

I
!

ROMERO,

FOR PENITENTIARY

SUPPLIES
Bids for furnishing six months' sup
plies for the State Penitentiary will
be jeceived until 9 o'clock a, m. Tues
I V Oliver
Supplies con
day, June 10th, 1913.
Otor
sist of groceries, meats, clothing,
leather, etc. A list of these supplies
"And her mean husband thinks sbe'a with! conditions and blank proposals
extravagant."
will be furnished upon application to
"Why?"
the Superintendent.
"Just because she Insists on having
By order of the Board of Peniten
itldo's monogram stamped on htg dog
tiary Commissioners.
fclscults."'
JOHN B. McMANUS, Superintendent.
Dated: May 31st, 1913.
THE REASON
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

AUTOMOBILE,

hr,

i

Somehow the People of the Town
Found Out What the Strange Procession Meant.
away from Brandon, however, at the
very hour when that Important inter
view was In progress, young Wilfrid
and bright
Brackett, brisk, happy-face- d
as a dollar, was making his way down
a stretch of railroad, whistling merrily.
Wilfrid had "made good." Better
than that, he had fcecome good. He
could laugh over his youthful follies
now. and not Deueve mmseu very
much of a sinner. Still, he experi
enced a cleanly, chastened sentiment
In his heart that made him feel that
he would be welcomed at the place
he was bound for home.
"I've done the right thing," he told
himself as he trudged along. "Father
set me a task. Well, I've learned it
I got a Job among the clam shell fish
ers up Dalton river, had some luck,
and I'm going home not only with the
fifty dollars, but as much more to the
.

good."

CARRIAGE

'Why are you going to church st
nrly, Mildred?"
"To pray for my sweetheart."
"Eat I din't know you had one."

"I baten't (hat's why."

T1EIE CARD

No.
No.
No.
No.

Bepan
:15
p. m
11:05
p. m
2:10
a. m
2:10
p. m
WEST BOUND .
1:20 p. m..... 1:45
6:10 a. m..... 6:15
4:20 p. m..... 4:30
6:35 p. in..... 7:00

9:10
4.... 11:05
8.... 2:05
10.... 1:45
2

1....
3....
7....
9....

p.
p.
a.
p.
p.
a.
p.
p.

15

a
a

s

Wilfrid stepped aside to allow a
moving freight train to pass
Then he gave a great start as
its last cars swung around the long
curve. He stared in sheer wonder
ment at the figure of a little girl not
more than ten years of age, clinging
to the top of the iron ladder on one
side of the car and huddled up
against Its rounds.
"The mischief!" uttered the astound
ed boy. "She must be scared to death.
or the pluckiest girl I ever saw."
Wilfrid posed to catch at the ladder
as the car reached him, swung under
the clinging child, and supported her
against his arms. She was softly
.
crying.
"See here, little girl," gasped WTil
frid, "what are you ever doing here?"
"Snowball." was the single re
sponse.
Who's Snowball?"
"She's our own dear cow. Tfceyrt
taking her away from grandma, who
la sick in bed. If she finds out that
Snowball has been taken away, Ehe'll
Just die, I know she will Grandma
She's one of the
raised Snowball.
family, and we get half our living
from her milk."
"And where is Snowball?" Ques
tioned the bewildered lad.
w ua
1
ssne 8 in mis car.
bum
slow
him.

EAST BOUND
No.
No.
No.
No.

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
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Meets Beccjd ski
Thursday evening eai
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vissaai
'brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhill,
Secretary.

L. O. O. MOOSE

fourth

.Regular communication first and
third Thursday in

A.

M.

AN
"Poor' little thing!" he said. "I'm
undershe
don't
for
but
her,
sorry
stand how affairs stand. I'm a constabrothers cordially in
ble from sthe county seat. Mrs. Gran-b- y
vited. Win. P. Mills,
owed some money, and there's an RATES FOR CLASSIFIED .ADVER:
W. M., H. 8 .an Petten, Secretary. J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 54V
execution out. I didn't want to disTI8EMENT?
I. O. of B. B,
Meeta every first
household
on
her
turb her by levying
NO.
LAS
2,
VEGAS
of tha month In the vestry
COMMANDERY,
Tuesday
goods, so I .took the cow."
cents per :ine eacn lnertlon.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
"And this brave little child followed Fke
xKNIGHTS TEMPLAft
"Offi- Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
Tuea-day
:
poor Snowball," said Wilfrid.
o'clock p. ni- Visiting brothers ar
d
conclave
'
No ad to occupy less space than two
cer, is the amount very much?"
Isaac Appel
in each month at Macordially invited.
"Forty dollars and costs," was the lines. All advertla m'nti . chargod
Sea
Charlea
m.
G. H.
7:30 p.
at
Greenclay,
sonic
President;
Temple
reply, with a sympathetic look at the will be booked at space actua'ly st,
B.
Chas.
Tammo,
retary.
Klnkel,
child.
C;
"I'd pay It out of my own without regard to number' of worda
pocket if I wasn't a poor man."
In
Cash
advance
preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
"If 1 can pay It, will you release
1.
the cow?" asked Wilfrid.
Meets every Monday evenln? at
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY"Yes, and throw off my fees, gladly,"
their hall on Sixth street All visit
AL ARCH MASONS Regilar con
replied the officer.
vocation first Monday In ' lng brethren cordially invited to at
.Wilfrid was parting with
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gu
each month, at Masonic
proudly-prizehe
but
savings,
m.
H.
7:30
transat
Lehman, V. G. ; T. M. Elwood
p.
Temple
felt like a royal kind as the
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
action was completed, a slanting platSecretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer:
form run up to the car, and Snowball
C. V. Hedfcock, cemetery trustee.
Blood, Secretary.
delivered into his keeping.
The officer wiped away a suspicious
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
moisture from his eye as the little
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
8. Meets first and third Fridays
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN .
girl threw her arms around the neck
Love at Woodmen of the World
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
of the snowy white animal, cried over
Mrs J. O- - Rutledf e, Worthy Maher recovered pet, and then laughed
hall, on the second and fourth
for joy.
Mondays of each month at. 8 p. m
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
It was only ten miles back to her
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone Main 329.
home. Wilfrid led Snowball with a WANTED First, class ook at the
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local flep
halter. Part of the way the girl rode
Kitchen.
English
NO
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
uty. Visiting members are espeon her back.
at
102
Mees every Monday nlgbt
cially welcome and cordially invit
Somehow the people of the town
aged Spanlsh-speaMned.
found out what the strange precession WANTED Middle
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglak avenue,at
woman with good refermeant. ' An enterprising reporter eag8 o'clock.
Visiting m rubers are
ences as companion.
Inquire' Shuerly gathered up the material for a
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
ATTOKNEV8
good story, and when Wilfrid left the
mate's Studio.
J. T. Buhler secretary;
president;
happychild and her pet at their home,
H.
C.
Bally, treasurer.
the wires were clicking an incident
HUNKER & HUNKER
,
rarm hands.
of rare human Interest all over the WANTED Two good
H.
Hunker Chester A. Pm
George
1004
B.
St.
S.
Eighth
Apply
Rohrer,
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
'
country. The afternoon papers had it,
Attorneys-at-LaIncluding the Brandon Evening Telefourth Tuesday evening of each Las
New mbi- Vegas.
WANTED Four mules ranging from
gram.
month Elks home on Ninth street
"I told you Wilfrid was worth while.
5 to 6 years in age. Not to exceed
and Douglas avenue. Visiting
I knew he had the making of a grand
56 inches high and weighing 900
cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
man in him and what do you say
to 1,100 pounds. Inquire of AlbuJ. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Connow, Daniel Brackett?" demanded Miss
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTif
querque and Cerrillos Coal Comdon. Secretary.
Cynthia 'at the Brackett home at eight
o'clock that evening. She pointed to
Crockett Building.
pany, Madrid, N. M.
the newspaper she had brought with
Mala
Office
Telephone--COUN.
lOF
KNIGHTS
COLUMBUS,
her on her Impetuous, unceremonious
Mala
NO. 804. Meets second and House Telephone'
CIL
'
visit.
R.
fourth Thursday in O.
C.,Hall,
"Yes," answered Mr. Bracket humDR. F. B. HUXMANN
Pioneer building.
Visiting membly, "Wilfrid Is a splendid boy."
Dentist '
"You start right out finding him, FOR SALE Family horse, carriage
bers are cordially invited. Richard
and harness, office furniture, stoves
Daniel Brackett," ordered the spin
S.
of any descrlptio
T.
work
Dental
G.
K.; Frank Angel,
Devine,
ster sharply, "or I'll never speak to
and wool press. Apply to Harold
moderate prices.
you again."
Colin, 1027 Eighth street, East Las EL 9 DORADO
NO.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main
LODGE
"No need, father!
Miss Parker!"
Vegas.
East Las Vegas, N. M,
PY
KNIGHTS
OF
cried a cheery voice, and the boy in
TH I AS Meets
question burst into the room.
for Ladl
The warm, fatherly greeting made 100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
ery Monday evea Professional Heaitn Culture
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. StevMRS. OLLIE 8HEARER
everything all right, but it was the
in
Hall
Castle
!ng
emotional Miss Cynthia who caressed
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
General Massage, Hair and.Scaij
Knighti
Visiting
Wilfrid and wept over him, and was
aC
j Treatment, Facial Massage, Manlcurtwe cordially invlt
proud of him for his unselfishness.
Miss
FOR RENT .Front bedrcom.
Plaza Hotel.
fed.
"There's that fifty dollars, father,"
Chas Llebacfi
COS
Avenue.Main
Riehley.
1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. u.
Office
hours
said Wilfrid in a business like way,
Chancellor
ner,
7
on
bills
a
the
of
table.
placing roll
Commander. Harrj
Mr. Brackett pushed It back sheep
of Records and
Martin,
ry
Keeper
Miss Lydla's eyes twinkled.
fletat
ishly.
Subscribe for The Optic.
'
Seal.
Her would-bsuitor sidled up to her.
"That question I asked you' this FOR RENT Three sunny rooms
morning,
Lydia?" he insinuated
suitable for light housekeeping. Ingently.
quire 623 Twelfth street.
Miss Warner 'placed a loving arm
about Wilfrid.
I'll think about the answer," she ROOMS FOR RENT No health
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
said simply.
seekers need apply. Call White
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
(Copyright, 1013, by TV. G. Chapman.)
,,
Kitchen.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
FIX VALUE OF HUMAN LIFE FQR RENT Suite or nicely furnished
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights,
;..
200
.40c
to
1000
each
per 100 lbs
lbs,
delivery
In England, It Would Seem, It Is Ap
'
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
to
.50c
50
200
each
Sum
at
the
per 100 lbs
lbs,
delivery.
praised
,
'.!.
Eighth street.
of $100.
.
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SIGN PAINTING

LOCAL

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

f

AMD

N. O.

OPTIC

AND CAFE

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

'

TAX PAYMENTS

EUGENIO

was concluded.

75he

for

lf

1913.
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W &r ST

her In here from the cattle pen.
won't leave her till I find out where
he's taking her, and I can take her
back to grandma."
Just here the train took a siding
and halted. Wilfrid made the child
climb down to the ground and rest her
tired arms, by telling her that he
would "see about things."
A brakeman and another man came
strolling from the caboose. They
stared strangely at the pair. Wilfrid
began to explain.' The man with the
brakeman smiled before thQ narrative
drive

D

Notice is hereby given that any
"And how did the visitors treat taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
jour
"Treat me? Why, I've been doing and after
July 1, 1913 will be subject
,all the treating."
to a penalty of five per centum.
Further notice is hereby given, that
THE IDEA
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
published of the public sale of all
property upon which taxes of A. D.
i
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
for such sale, .and such property upon which taxes of 1912 are then delinquent, will bv3 sold as required by the
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,

OPTIC, FRIDAY, JUNE 6, 1913.

1

,

English editorial writers, gravely FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
511 Ninth street.
commenting on the slight value attach
ing to human life In Mexico, quite
overlooked a couple of cases which
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
were reported in the columns devoted
to local news. The first case which Department of the Interior, U. S.
failed to receive the attention of the
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
,
editorial writers was that of
'
April '1. 1913.
who
the well known aviator,
is
Notice
that Vin
hereby
given
wan fined $100 and costs for killing
a carter by the reckless driving of an cento Ciddio of Kast Laa Vegas, who,
on December 16, ISO', made homeautomobile.
The other case was that of a school stead entry. No. U5201, for V
NW
teacher, twenty-seveyears old, who Vt section 31, W
SW Yi section 30,
had been teaching school for ten
township 14 N, range 17 E, N. M. P.
years. Her salai'y wal $50 a year. In M.,'
has filed notice of intention to
order to support herself and her mother she has had to eke out her salary make five year proof, to establish
by working as a waitress in a restau claim to the land above described, berant Recently a member of the school fore Lee M. Tipton, U. S. commiscommittee recomm-endethat the sioner, at Eas Las Vegas, N. M.,'on
teacher's salary should be increased to June 7, 1913. .
$100 a year. The committee has not
o
Claimant names as witnesses r
yet acted on the recommendation.
Abeyta and Pedro Ciddio, East
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenclana Tru-JlllFound at Last
Las Vegas, N. Mf, Luclnda J. de
Joe D. Blades, the noted inventor,
who resides in the wilds of Bracken Trajillo, East Las Vegas, N. M.
county, says he has found perpetual
MANUEL R. OTERO.
motion, and' is, building an automobile
,
Register.
to be propelled by this power. He
says that the power to run the automobile will be produced by springs.
When one spring is running down
the other one is winding up, thus
creating perpetual motion. The auto
is now about, completed and he says
it will be on the road in a short tfme.
When you sit
It is a
down In the seat the machine is put
in motion; when you get up It stops.
Falmouth (Ky.) Outlook.
a; '

1 Phone

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Ma.irv

1200 Lincoln. Ave

227

RETAIL PRICES

Moor-house-

n

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs. to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c
25a
30c
.40c
50c

2,000 lbs.,
'1,000 lbs.;
200 lbs.,

A

per
per
per

pr
per

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

1001bs.
1,00

lbs.

GUA PURA COMPANY

'Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aa
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Vlc-torin-

self-starte-

Sensible Father.
"You say you want to marry my
.
daughter?"
"Yes, sir. After thinking the tnatr
ter over I have reached that conclu-

sion."
"You have, eh? Well. I want
to marry a man who la sot so

her

- "AW

d

deliberate!"

Market Finders
add. search out the people to wnom amona al)
'
MIGHT BUY tho particular thing la worth most,

Classine--l

those who

c

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to aomaoa
would never hear
who reads the ads. In. thla newspaper and
your property unless It were advertised here.

..''

Others, who read and aaarer ads. in this newspaper want
are anxious to pay cash for) Books, automobiles, used machinaiy
and furniture, articles of sselulness of any sort, and musical .v
'
strumenta.

;

Xaitv? "

ANT Ads
Are Best

Subscribe for The Optic.

"

As the classified ads. are read bj all possible buyaia, of all feasible aorta of thiags, they have coma 10 be flndera of the bat mar-ket.

r
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Paraphrasing the words of Horace Greely, "The way to succeed is to advertise."
There is scarcely a notable .commercial success that has not been built upon the so
lid foundation of advertising, and, likewise, practically all good, clean, honest business that advertises legitimately is successful.
with the retailers of this city or
Whenever you see a manufacturer
a group of cities in the United States in an advertising campaign on behalf of his
merchandise you may safely make up your mind to three things
co-operatin-

O

o
on

g

C)

or

)

FIRST, the merchandise has merit.

C)

SECOND, both the manufacturer and the merchant are progres
sive, dependable people with whom to do business.

.o

THIRD they are successful and merit your confidence and patron
age.

o
o

..,....

Manufacturers are beginning to understand that the only way to create actual,
demand for a product is to advertise it locally-i- n daily news- papers.
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SATURDAY

THE

MEMBERS OF THE Y.
WIN THE BIG MEMBERSHIP CONTEST

The Polished Steel
Line again leads all

others in attractive deThe boys of the Y. M. C. A. havg
of
sign,
finished the .prescribed course across
The E. Romero Hose and Fire com- the "Panama canal" and are now on
unconstruction and
pany will meet tonight at the fire sta- their way to "San Francisco." The
excelled workmanship
tion for a regular business meeting.
boys have worked hard and as a reAll members are requested to be presward for their efforts have won the;
ent.
membership contest' with all the hoif-ors that are due the winner. They
The East Las Vegas fir depart
are not satisfied with their present
ment last night responded to a silent
now
In
the rear of the residence attainments, however, and will
alarm
to
work
success.
attain
greater
of A. B. Biggins. The fire proved to
The business men follow the boys.
be small and was extinguished with
with 22 miles to their credit which is
the chemical apparatus.
a remarkable record when considera
The Harris dairy has moved from tion of the fact is taken that In order
of a mile the
its stand on Eighth street to a loca- to travel
tion on the Mora road where a num- business men must get $5, while that
ber of improvements have been made. amount takes the boys five miles.
The seniors hold their place with
New milking rooms have been install
ed, as well as various other improve- 14 miles and the Santa Fe- men with
ments that will make the place sani- six miles. The contest has been a
success in every way and much intary in every respect.
terest haa been displayed not only
The Buen Tiempo club dance to- by the boys but also by the business
Oppo.lte ttto Y. M. C. A.
night at the Fraternal Brotherhood men of the city who have taken
hail will be "some dance," to use the their time to work for the "Y." The
correct expression. The best of music business men are especially interestCURRENCY HEARINGS PUBLIC
has been obtained and with the good ed in the boys and are working with
floor in excellent condition the danc- the secretary to enlarge the junior
Washington, June 6. Currency reers will thoroughly enjoy themselves. class.
form hearings of the house banking
A large crowd of club members and
The contest will continue
until committee may be made public. Reptheir lady friends is expected.
is
it
and
Monday noon,
expected that resentative Lindberg of Minnesota
moved today to make them so. Chairby that time one of the other three
The children of the First Baptist teams will have reached the finish, of man Glass attempted to table his moSunday school have arranged an in the course. Walter Burns, the assist tion, and was defeated overwhelming
teresting program for Children's Day, ant secretary of the Y. M. C. A., will ly.
which, will be observed at the Baptist leace on the twenty-seconof this
church on Sunday evening at 8 o month for the Y. M. C. A. training
clock.
The public Is cordially Invit camp at Lake Geneva where he will
WESTERN COLLEGE GAMES.
ed to listen to the program, which take up
and
Madison, Wis., June 6 The battle
physical training work
will consist of songs, recitations and return to Laa
Vegas a fully equipped of the western colleges tor track and
Instrumental music.
this afterphysical instructo. Burns will return field honors commenced
to Laa "Vegas about July 12. Late noon at Camp Randall in the presThrough the kindness or some of Geneva Is one of the most popular ence of an immense throng of specthe friends of theY, M. C.A., several siiimner resorts and
No- previous meet of the
"Big
training eamps tators.
memberships for boys have bpaiJ saJd. hat are under the supervision pf trie! Nine' conference ever
so
attracted
The secretary of tlie association weitld)
a list of
Y. W. C. A. Every year the training large and representative
a .rrlrtA m
I
6,du
rtasigu inese ta deserving
o entries as the meet this year. In the
must h givea howeVer, school turns out a large number
They
boys,
linals tomorrow seventeen colleges
secretaries and physical directors.
and universities of the middle west
tQ deserving boys who are unablfc to
and Pacific coast states will be rep- pay for memberships. Persons know
Plnch'i rjolden Wedding nye, aged
ing boys deservTTR"WifFers6fps inJCe ;y?yblT:t itow1ri6 tfi'stff-Ir-y respjited. The University ol Califor
should inform the secretary. Boys
to you. At the Liobby, of course. nia, which won last year s meet, is
preparing for an heroic attempt to
who think they are eligible are invitpull down the premier honors agam.
for
and
to
see
ed
the secretary
apply
Considerable interest centers also m
a membership.
PARTY
FOR
POPCORN
the probable performances of the
athletes from Colorado university,
this
David
J.
morning
Leahy
Judge
LAS VEGAS "BIOS" which institution is represented I r
revoked the liquor license ofRaymun-dthe first time. In addition to the repMartinez, who has been conductresentatives of these two universities
some
for
in
a
saloon
Canon
Largo
ing
EL TOSTOVO WILL POP IT AND in the far west
nearly all the star pertime.
During the early part of the
LIGHT COMPANY WILL SERVE
of the University of Chicago,
formers
was
court
it
term
of
the district
May
IT FREE
Ohio State university, University of
represented to the judge that there
Wisconsin, University of Minnesota,
are not 100 inhabitants, the number
Tomorrow afternoon at the office Purdue university, Iowa State colliwhere
of
law
villages
required by
of the Las Vegas Light and Power
lege, Indiana university, Notre Dame
quor is sold, in the place of resi company on Douglas
avenue the university, Wabash college, Oberlin
dence of Martinez. An investigation "kids" of the city will be guests of
college, University of Illinois, Uni
occurred. Before revoking the license that company at a popcorn party
versity of Missouri, University of
Judge Leahy heard the testimony of This popcorn will be the real stuff Kansas, Northwestern universtiy and
witnesses.
lots of butter and salted just right the State university of Iowa will figIt is sure to make a hit with the ure in the different events.
kiddies.
ILL HltOViN
OLD
The corn will be popped on the fa
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
mous electric stove HI Tostovo, which
NOW IN TOWN is being sold by the Light and Pow- WANTED
saleslady.
Experienced
er company. Ten boy and girl cooks
Hoffman & Graubarth.
Inquire
corn
will prepare the
and dish it out
WITH HIS TEAM OF HUSKY DOGS to hungry mouths.
All the children
THROUGH
HE TRAVELS
are invited and they may bring their 11
GOOD ROADS AND BOGS.
parents, too. The party will start at
3 o'clock and last until 5 o'clock.
Driving at a rate of about 20 miles
El Tostovo stove is a new addition
an hour (estimated) Bill Brown drove to the
11.1
complete kitchen and is being
into Las Vegas last night from Rat- sold fast in Las
cooks any
It
Vegas.
on with his dog team. Bill was afoot,
thing from an egg to a steak and nevI
and the pace he was taking when the er tires of
its job. It is expected
store
the
outfit passed
Murphey drug
that the children at the popcorn party
was far from slow. Brown is traveltomorrow will be the largest aggregaIn
to
from
Alaska
every capitol
ing
the United States and is now on hia tion of the youthful residents thai
has ever been at one place at one
THAT
way over the southwestern part of
time in Las Vegas.
the country.
Brown's team consists of four dogs
DANIELS
f
and a
dog. The dogs are all
Md.j June 6 CommenceAnnapolis,
the'
make
best
Alaskan animals and
of time over the road.i All provisions ment week at the NaVal academy culare carried In the small buggy which minated today in the graduation exerheadWe
of embryo adis pulled iby the dogs. Brown Is malt- cises, when
world
to
mirals
went
forth
into
the
ing this trip for a wager of $10,000
for
and is due to finish his course by serve their country on the seas. The
received
their
diplomas
graduates
May 4, 1918. He has traveled all the
It was the
way from Kansas City by the Old from Secretary Daniels.
in
Santa Fe Trail and has had little dif- first visit of the secretary of the navy
to the academy and he was given an
ficulty In getting over the road.
Brown will leave tomorrow for Santa enthusiastic reception.
Brown
Fe and thence for Texas.
OPERATION ON GOMPERS
makes his living by selling post
STRAWBERRIES AND
June 6. Samuel Gom
scenes
Washington,
haa
taken
he
cards of
during
his trip. Brown is known In Alaska pers, president of the American Fed
CHERRIES EVERY DAY
as the famous mail driver and has eration of Labor, was operated upon
made the trip since he started, In here shortly before noon at a hospital for a mastoid abscess. Surgeons
May, 1912, on foot.
said his physical condition was such
as to promise a speedy recovery.

simplicity

one-fourt- h

THE ROSENTHAL

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

.

THERE IS' NO

1

LYE

IN THE CAN

IS PUTLFITS"

.'T TIE KIND THAT

IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

d

Highest In Quality
I

Delicious In Flavour

rydst on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

Js H . STEARINS
;

i
r

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN W AGON

Gross, Kelly &.Xo.
Sole Agents

Men's Underwear

Straw Hals
M. C. A.

?8.00 Panamas

for,--

,

Panamas for

$3.75

$6.50

Panamas

$5.50

$5.50

Panaraas. for.

$4.50

Panamas-for-'-c-

$3.00

straws, for

$2.50 straws

$1.25

$3.75

-

$2.25

for.

$2.00

straws for

$1.50

straws

$1.25 two piece

$1.85.

50c, 65c

.$1.48

rori

$1.--

$1.3
$1.20
98c

Union Suits in White, Ecru
and colors with regular and
short sleeves and regular and
'
knee drawers.

$4.95

5

for

btc

and 75c two piece
derwear for

un-

4-5-

A big line of white and colored underwear for men at

All the above mentioned hats

are new spring models and new
straws.

These Prices Are For Saturday

Only

GREENBERGER
YOU OWE YQOR HITCH Eti

M

HEW
tMAl

Our unprecedented
sale of Linoleum this
spring assures you
that our store is the
place to buy. Linoleums in every grade
and at the lowest
prices in Las Vegas.

P

We Will

Measure

Your Room

.

1

n

$1.50-Unio-

$7.00

Suits for
Suits for
Union Suits for

$1.75 Union

$6.50.

for1- -!

PRICES

BARGAIN

CANA L
YOUTHFUL

El Porvenir stage will run daily dur
ing the remainder of the season. Cap
five passengers.
Fare $1.00.
acity,
"''
round trip. Phone Main 20.

Let Us Show You
l-ST-

FIRST

Try a dram ol Old Taylor Bour
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

s

--

B0!8

Eastern Star ladies will give a ball
June 11 at the armory. Music by
Mrs. Simison's five piece orchestra

Beautiful "$25.00 Horn-lesSymplibhy Talking
Machines to customers of
our store. Come in and

FRIDAY, JUNE 6, 1913.

Free

Today

JvCrjOHNSEN

(El

SON

"CpMPLETE HOME FV RJNISHER.S"

o

turn

TA

BAKERY GOODS

STATEMENT
'

OF U. S. BRANCH

OF ASSETS

OF

The Northern Assurance Co., Limited

OF LONDON
As of December 31st., 1912

ASSETS
LiA DIUTIES

$5,202,022.11
3,200,541.53

REPRESEH TED IN

THE INVESTMENT

Geo.

Am

LtS

VEGAS BY

AND AGENCY CORPORATION

Fleming. Pros, and hfgr.

CRYSTAL BUTTER
,IS MADE FROM

PASTEURIZED CUE AM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

THE BEST

EA5S.cSARBORPl

GETS-DIPLOM-

haif-wo'i-

CAN BE MADE
a.re

two-scor- e

A

Tea and Coffee name

Of Satisfying fame

.

These famous Teas and Coffees
are sold in Las Vegas only by

GRAAF
1

lit

i

IIAYVARD COMPANY

Store of ilia Best of Everything Ealalil

fresh

quarters

Vegetables
Fruits

TOMORROW
"

the

Y. M. C. A.

f

Boy's combined c'iass

9

o'clock.

The annual convention of the Hotel
and Restaurant Employes' International Alliance and Bartenders' International League of America, wll'l open
at Denver next week.

and

Season

C.D.BOUCHE
PHONE MAIN 4 and

2t

Better Milk For a Better Town
Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality.
Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
by modern cities.
-

Ring out the old mistaken methods.
Ring in the new correct ones.
Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy

Las Vegas, New Mex
Milking Time 4 A. M. and 2 P. M.

South Pacific Street

